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A BSTRACT

NANOCOMPOSITE POLYMER NETWORKS FOR RECONFIGURABLE MATERIALS

SEPTEMBER 2017
ADAM W HAUSER, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA TWIN CITIES
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
PH.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by Professor Ryan C. Hayward

This thesis broadly aims to design reconfigurable materials through complementary
combinations of nanoparticles and polymers. Understanding nanoparticle dispersion pathways and mechanisms is a critical first step in any polymer nanocomposite work as it
continues to be a non-trivial subject. To this end, Chapter 2 describes a simple method to
control nanoparticle dispersion within polymer melts by photografting random copolymers
to selectively reactive nanoparticle ligands. The chapters following focus on harnessing the
functionality of well dispersed nanocomposite networks to elicit macro-scale responses.
Chapter 3 exploits the unique optical properties of gold nanoparticles in combination with
thermally responsive hydrogels and liquid crystalline polymers, along with patterned light to
achieve dynamic and reconfigurable buckling of 2D sheets. A considerable amount of work
has accumulated dealing with programmed shape transformations of responsive materials,
but few have demonstrated reprogrammability and reversibility. As such, engendering the

v

ability to reversibly transform a single material into several 3D shapes adds significant
progress to the field. Chapter 4 explores self-sustained oscillatory motion of chemomechanical and thermocapillary systems. Simple machines from the nano- to macro-scale
are of great interest, whether it be motivated by biology, environmental clean up, or a new
means to perform work. In this light, Section 4.1 describes a new combination of photothermally generated Marangoni flow and curved interfaces that amounts to light-driven
sustained oscillations. Finally, Section 4.2 lays the framework for a fundamentally new
means to achieve chemomechanical oscillatory motion from a non-oscillatory chemical
reaction.
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C HAPTER 1
I NTRODUCTION

Polymer nanocomposites have made significant impact in numerous scientific fields in
academia and industry. 1–8 Such an enormous body of work was ignited by the evidence
that enhancements of mechanical properties could be achieved by adding nano-clay to
Nylon with little or no depletion of the original polymer properties. 9,10 Through the years,
different nanoparticle (NP) chemistries have been developed that can enhance a multitude of polymer properties, such as electrical, optical or thermal. Going beyond simple
enhancement, nanoparticles have the ability to impart completely new properties in a polymer, enabling new technologies. Notably, photothermal cancer therapy, 8 energy storage, 5
and stimuli-responsive networks 4,11,12 have made a large impact on modern nanocomposite research and technology. The transformative ability that nanoparticles can have on
polymer systems is what motivates the work described here.
This thesis is specifically targeted at materials systems in which gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) enable externally controlled reprogrammability. We take advantage of surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption and thermal energy transfer to surrounding polymer
networks in the majority of sections. Reconfigurability takes the form of shape-morphing
by illumination of structured light when AuNPs are randomly dispersed within thermally
responsive networks (Chapter 3). When adsorbed to an interface, we then use a similar
photothermal effect to alter the surface tension near the nanocomposite (Section 4.1). In
this case, control over the surface interactions through illumination provides reconfigurable
mobility. Going beyond AuNP-light interactions, we additionally use the catalytic properties

1

of nano gold to produce buckling from a chemical trigger as another reconfigurable system
(Section 4.2). The following sections briefly outline key background information to allow for
a deeper understanding of this thesis and its impact.

1.1. Gold Nanoparticles
Noble metal atom clusters in a size range between molecular and bulk exhibit unique optical properties that have fascinated scientists and non-scientists for centuries. The beautiful
colors of stained glass cathedrals are produced from metal nanoparticle mixtures interacting with light. Gold in particular is the most stable metal nanoparticle, and has shown to be
very synthetically accessible. 13 The colors arising from nano-sized gold clusters are due
to their surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption. This quantum size effect occurs
when the gold particles are of a similar size to the de Broglie wavelength of the valence
electrons. Incident light in resonance with the confined conduction electrons causes them

Figure 1.1. A) Schematic depiction of plasmonic oscillations reproduced from Kelly
and coworkers 14 and B) the
effect of gold nanorod aspect
ratio on the SPR absorption
properties reproduced from
Huang and coworkers. 15

to oscillate – the negative electric field acts to displace electrons relative to the nuclei, and
the Coulombic attraction from the nuclei acts as the restoring force. 13,14,16,17 The SPR is
sensitive to size, shape and dielectric environment (stabilizing ligands and solvent). Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of a NP interacting coherently with light, and the effect that
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gold nanorod aspect ratio has on the characteristic absorption. The extinction coefficient
of gold nanoparticles is very high relative to most organic molecules. 18,19 The efficient
transfer of this absorbed light energy to heat has incited numerous studies in exciting fields
such as photothermal cancer therapy. 8,16,18 As stated above, much of the work described
in this thesis utilizes the photothermal effect to incite shape morphing and motion control
of nanocomposites.

Figure 1.2.
Conversion of
glucose at a fixed reaction
time with gold nanoparticle diameter reproduced from Comotti and coworkers. 20

Bulk gold tends to be a very chemically benign material, while on the nanoscale it is
catalytically active in a number of reactions. 21,22 The oxidative activity under mild conditions will be discussed briefly here. The mechanism by which small AuNPs oxidizes a
number of species including alcohols and aldehydes is still up for debate, but there are two
key aspects known to be critical for catalytic activity: the surface must be relatively free
of strong stabilizing ligands, such as thiols, that will poison the activity, and the diameters
should be under about 10 nm. Comotti and coworkers have shown that colloidal AuNPs in
the absence of a support to be significantly more efficient in the oxidation of glucose under
mild conditions that other noble metals such as Ag, Pt and Pd. 20 In addition to the small
size requirement, several groups have shown an inverse size dependence on activity as
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shown for the oxidation of glucose in Figure 1.2. 20,23–26 Section 4.2 takes note from these
findings in developing a synthetic scheme for sparsely supported small AuNPs that can be
dispersed in a polymer network. This leads into the following section that describes the
difficulties in blending nanoparticles with polymers.

1.2. Polymer-Nanoparticle Blends
Often times we expect that great applications or property enhancements come by simply
blending nanoparticles with polymers. However, this is generally not the case as particles
and polymers are very often immiscible, leading to particle aggregation and little to no
property improvements. Before we can begin to discuss applications and bulk composite
responses, we must first discuss the energetics of NP-polymer mixtures. If we consider
the simplest case of mixing bare NPs that do not enthalpically interact with the polymer
or themselves (athermal system), it is known that entropy decreases with the NP volume
fraction φ favoring aggregation of NPs (entropic loss ∼ φ2 ). 27 The NPs will additionally experience depletion forces from the polymers arising from the fact that the polymers cannot
fill the volume inside the NP and must be distorted relative to their favorable conformations.
This effect is thought to be quite small for NPs and increases with particle size, 28 although
Ganesan and coworkers show the opposite effect on NP radius when many body effects
are included for a fixed volume fraction. 29
In reality, Van der Waals interactions between bare NPs additionally create a strong
overall tendency to aggregate. Blending polymers that preferentially adsorb to a particle
surface is a common route to combat this. Systems such as SiO2 -PEO or -P2VP have
been widely used in experiments to show property enhancements. 30–33 In low volume
fraction regimes, this can be an effective means to obtain dispersion, but bridging effects
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become important as NP concentration increases and can cause aggregation. 28,29 As we
will discuss below, these systems are specific to the NP and polymer chemistry, thus not
thought of as a general method to obtain dispersion.

Figure 1.3. Theoretical chain-end grafted NP miscibility. A) Widely accepted miscibility diagram
of chain-end polymer grafted particles within a chemically identical homopolymer matrix. P is the
free polymer length, N is the grafted polymer. Reproduced from Sunday and coworkers. 34 B)
Experiments with constant graft density and varying P/N ratios as indicated for a polystyrene and
silica nanoparticle system. Reproduced from Maillard and coworkers. 35

A large effort has been put into describing polymer modified nanoparticles in polymer
matrices. 2,28,36 NPs modified with end functionalized polymers chemically identical to the
matrix polymer provides the basis upon which we and others build to create a more general
means towards randomly dispersed polymer nanocomposites. Figure 1.3A shows the wetting diagram of this situation in terms of P/N and graft density, where P is the number of
monomers in the matrix chains and N that of the grafted chains. 34 In this, perhaps too simplistic, 37 view the wetting and dewetting regions correspond to dispersed and aggregated
states, respectively. In the low graft density regime allophobic dewetting occurs from insufficient screening of NP core-core attraction. When graft density is very high, autophobic
dewetting occurs from closely packed grafted chains that exclude matrix chains resulting
in grafted NP brush attraction. If we consider modest graft densities, the key parameter
is simply P/N and more importantly P/N ∗ , above which dewetting occurs. The point at
which these two dewetting transitions intersect (maximum P/N ∗ ) is about 1–4; which cov5

ers a curvature range from a flat plate (1) to a few nm particle (4). 34 Experimental studies
have confirmed that a transition from a dispersed to some form of aggregated state occurs
closer to a P/N of 1 for polymer nanocomposite systems. 35,38–40

1.3. Buckling in Stimuli-Responsive Sheets
Defining stress in thin stimuli-responsive elastic sheets has shown to be a powerful route
towards reconfigurable materials. 12,41–43 Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 4.2 describe contributions
to this field. This section briefly outlines the basic terms and mechanics that describe
shape morphing of thin sheets. To begin on an important principle, a thin film of thickness
h energetically prefers to bend out of plane rather than stretch. As the thickness is reduced,
this becomes even more apparent since the bending energy scales as h3 and the stretching
as h. This means that if a film experiences non-uniform stresses, they tend to be relieved
by buckling out of plane.
To fully orchestrate the buckling and ultimate 3D shape, independent control over the
mean (H) and Gaussian (K) curvature is necessary. Both can be described at any point
on a surface by the corresponding principle curvatures, P1 and P2 ; where H =

P1 +P2
2

and

K = P1 P2 . Controlling the mean curvature requires a through thickness contrast in strain
as bending will force one side to stretch relative to the other. Section 3.2 (Figures 3.6F–
G, 3.8A–C, and 3.9G) shows an example of a liquid crystal network that alters its mean
curvature upon heating due to a developed strain contrast through its thickness, whereas
Section 4.2 uses a sharp stiffness contrast between a passive stiff and a soft swellable
gel bilayer 44,45 to define the mean curvature. Altering the Gaussian curvature requires a
film to experience non-uniform in-plane strains. Planar fabrication methods that can define
areas of low and high strain are a useful method to define Gaussian curvature. 12,43,46,47
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Figure 1.4 illustrates how a bilayer with strain contrast between layers alters the mean
curvature (A), and how in-plane radial variations control the Gaussian curvature (B–C) of
ideal isotropic sheets before and after swelling.

Figure 1.4. A) A bilayer of materials with a mismatch strain
alters the mean curvature upon
swelling; B) in-plane radial gradients alter the Gaussian curvature to be positive or A) negative upon swelling. Reproduced
from Jeon and coworkers. 12

1.4. Capillary Forces
Lateral capillary attraction of particles adsorbed on an interface arising from either gravitational or anisotropic wetting disturbances of the interface have shown to describe a number
of interesting phenomena. Millimeter to centimeter scale objects on a planar interface have
been shown to assemble into large crystal structures, 48 and small micro-scale anisotropic
particles traverse up a meniscus to minimize their interfacial deformation. 49 Such interactions are described well by an electrostatic multipolar analogy where a positive (upward
deformation) attracts another positive ‘charge’. 50,51 Figure 1.5 shows the distortion field
in terms of height relative to the undeformed interface for simple cylindrical 49 and more
complex Enneper’s surface particles. The anisotropy in the cylinders drives a quadrupolar (2 nodes up and 2 nodes down) distortion as micron sized isotropic particles on a flat
interface would generally not show significant distortion. 52 Thin smooth axially isotropic
sheets also exhibit low deformation and will generally not attract one another; 53 in Bae
and coworkers case, the swelled Enneper’s surface with a pinned contact line deforms the
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interface according to edge height profile of the particle.

Figure 1.5. A) Numerically derived quadrupolar interfacial height profile reproduced from
Cavallaro and coworkers; 49 B) Confocal microscopy image of a three node Enneper’s
surface particle and the experimentally determined interfacial height profile reproduced
from Bae and coworkers. 54

When particles are placed on sufficiently curved interfaces, they additionally interact
with this curvature. 49,53,55–58 These interactions have shown to be significant up to the
centimeter scale. For example, Figure 1.6A shows a beetle larva that arches its body to
deform its contact line; in this form, it is energetically favorable in higher interfacial curvature regions up the meniscus. 59 Additionally, Yu and coworkers mimicked this behavior by
placing cm sized coper sheets near a meniscus to show that higher sheet curvature affords
a higher equilibrium position along the meniscus (Figure 1.6B). 60 In Section 4.1 we use
similar interactions on oppositely curved surfaces, only our discs remain flat and are thus
repulsed by higher curvature (the drop edge).

Figure 1.6. A) A waterlilly
leaf beatle larva deforms
its body to B) climb a
meniscus; reproduced from
Hu and Bush. 59 C) Copper
sheets find equilibrium positions on a meniscus – the
left sheet has a curvature
of 7.5 mm and the right 20
mm; the sheets are 10 mm
in length; reproduced from
Yu and coworkers. 60
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To achieve predictable properties from a nano-filler without the loss of a polymer host material properties, it is of utmost importance to understand the dispersion state within the
final composite. The importance of dispersion control is reflected by the attention received
in recent literature. 28,36,61–69 In many cases, a ‘well-dispersed’ or random distribution of
particles within a polymer is desired for improvement of optical and mechanical properties. More recently, the desire to control various states in-between a fully phase separated
and completely random system is emerging. 2,35,62,70 Well-understood control over such
anisotropic or percolated assemblies is an important step towards property-tunable polymer nanocomposite materials.
In this chapter, we describe a widely applicable and simple approach by which dispersion of nanoparticles (NPs) within polymers may be adjusted from a highly aggregated
state, to a controlled particle network, and ultimately to a well-dispersed or random state.
Section 2.1 will introduce our initial developed method and results, while Section 2.2 outlines future directions that will lead to a better understanding of the dispersion mechanism
and its exploitation for finer control.
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2.1. Photografting Random Copolymers to Nanoparticles for Well
Dispersed Nanocomposites*
2.1.1. Introduction
There are several basic methods used to achieve well-dispersed polymer nanocomposites. The simplest approach relies on attractive interactions between functional groups in a
polymer matrix and the particle surface to decrease the driving force for aggregation. 30–33
As the interaction strength is highly dependent on the chemistry of both the polymer and
the particle surface, this technique is not easily generalized. More recent work has largely
focused on chemically modifying a NP surface with polymeric ligands to screen attractive particle interactions. Arguably the most prevalent body of work surrounds the use
of end-grafted homopolymers that are chemically identical to the matrix polymer, which
generally affords dispersion with moderate graft densities and sufficiently large grafted
chains. 28,34,36,61–66,71 Utilizing attractive forces between ligands and the polymer matrix
have also resulted in well-dispersed systems. 67,68,72–74 While effective, these methods rely
on end-grafted polymers of controlled molecular weight that can be synthetically challenging, and are likely not suitable for all particle and polymer types.
In this section, we outline a general and synthetically simple method for the preparation
of well-dispersed polymer nanocomposites under mild reaction conditions as illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Benzophenone (BP) containing statistical copolymers are used as a general
photo-reactive matrix, providing a means to control grafting by ultra-violet (UV) exposure
and a straightforward synthetic route to acrylic, acrylamide or similar monomers, giving
access to a wide range of polymerization methods. Utilizing a mixture of such copolymers
with NPs coated in selectively reactive ligands in an inert co-solvent, gold, palladium and
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ZnS(CdSe) NPs are shown to exhibit a well-dispersed melt state after modest UV light
exposure.

Figure 2.1. Depiction of UV
grafting of a random copolymer with pendent BP units to
nanoparticles coated with benzyl mercaptopropyl ether ligands.

2.1.2. Design
In designing a system which is selective towards BP coupling in solution, we must consider
the chemistry and mechanism of the n-π ∗ triplet photo-excited state. Figure 2.2 shows the
typical and expected hydrogen abstraction coupling mechanism of the excited BP state.
The H-abstraction rate is sensitively dependent on the carbon-hydrogen bond strength of
the donor/ligand molecules. Additionally, the presence of electron rich heteroatoms α to
the abstraction site is known to greatly increase this abstraction rate. 75

Figure 2.2. Schematic of the benzophenone n-π ∗ di-radical triplet state coupling mechanism.

Based on these considerations, ligands with benzyl ether moieties (Figure 2.1) contain
a weak benzylic carbon-hydrogen bond α to an electron-rich oxygen while possessing
solubility in benzene – an ‘inert solvent’ in that its strong carbon-hydrogen bonds render it
very unreactive towards any abstraction. To demonstrate the validity of our choice in ligand
functionality, analogous small molecule experiments were performed to show that a benzyl
ether reacts roughly 4–6 times faster than an ether or benzylic group (Figure 2.3). Gold
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nanoparticles are chosen as a model system, as they are prevalent in many fields, provide
interesting optical properties, and can be synthesized with a variety of thiol ligands. 8,13,16
Figure 2.3. Normalized n-π ∗ absorbance
of BP (340 nm) for solutions with the indicated small molecule analogs, with initial
concentrations of 10 mM BP and 100 mM
of the analog in benzene. Exponential fits,
f (t) = Ae(−kt) are shown as solid lines, with
the best-fit decay constants k (min-1 x 10-3 )
indicated, where t = 0 was chosen where
each fit intersects 1 to account for the observed lag-time prior to the decrease in BP
absorbance, the origin of which is not fully
understood. The ‘neat’ sample corresponds
to 10 mM of BP alone in benzene, showing
that reaction with the solvent or impurities
over this time-scale is negligible.

2.1.3. Materials & Methods
Copolymer Synthesis
Synthesis of the random copolymers are carried out by conventional free radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate, p-methylstyrene, or styrene with 3–5 mol% acrylamidobenzophenone as shown in Figure 2.4. Both acrylamidobenzophenone and its free radical
copolymerization have been described elsewhere. 76–78

Figure 2.4. Synthesis schematic and table summary of random copolymers used. BP content was
determined by 1 H NMR, and Mn and dispersity were found by THF GPC.
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Benzyl Mercaptopropyl Ether Synthesis
Potassium thioacetate (1.5 g, 13 mmol) is dissolved in 18 mL of DMF. 1.5 g (6.5 mmol) of
benzyl bromopropyl ether in 2 mL of DMF is added via syringe. A white precipitate forms
almost immediately (KBr) and the solution turns a brownish color. The reaction is allowed
to stir under N2 for 24 h, then diluted with 100 mL of water and extracted with 40 mL of
ethyl acetate 4 times. Combined organic layers are washed with 40 mL of brine, dried over
sodium sulfate, rotary evaporated, then dried in a vacuum oven overnight. Yield ∼90% of
a red-orange oil.

1H

NMR (CDCl3 , 400 MHz) δ (ppm): 7.32(m), 4.48(s), 3.51(t), 2.97(t),

2.3(s), 1.88(m).
Following the addition of 0.382 g (1.7 mmol) of the thioacetate-protected compound
above to 5 mL of DMF, 1 mL (19 mmol) of hydrazine monohydrate is added dropwise. The
reaction is allowed to stir at room temperature for 4 h under N2 . The reaction is diluted with
30 mL of water and extracted 4 times with 10 mL of methylene chloride. Combined organic
layers are washed with brine, dried over sodium sulfate, vacuum dried, and run through a
plug flow silica gel column (CHCl3 ) to afford a yellow oil (yield ∼61%). 1 H NMR (CDCl3 ,
400 MHz) δ (ppm): 7.33(m), 4.49(s), 3.56(t), 2.64(m), 1.89(m), 1.33(t).

Figure 2.5. Synthesis of benzyl mercaptopropyl ether ligand.

Nanoparticle Synthesis
The noble metal NPs are made by a modified Stucky method 79 from the reduction of
AuPPh3 Cl or Pd(acac)2 by t-butylamine in the presence of benzyl mercaptopropyl ether
(BMPE). To an aqua regia cleaned vial and stir bar, 0.0495 g (1 equiv) of AuPPh3 Cl was
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dissolved in 10 mL of benzene. Once dissolved, 0.0366 g (2 equiv) of benzyl mercaptopropyl ether (BMPE) was added to the vial, followed by heat introduction (preheated 55
◦C

oil bath), and finally, 0.087 g (10 equiv) of tert-butylamine borane was added in one por-

tion. The solution quickly turns from colorless to brown to light red purple and then darkens
over the course of 2 h. The solutions were typically allowed to incubate at room temperature for 24 h before purification. The NPs were purified by three precipitation-centrifugation
cycles: 20 mL of ethanol was added to the reaction mix in a 50-mL centrifuge tube, centrifuged (7000 rpm) for 10 min, the supernatant was poured off, and the dark purple solids
were redissolved in 0.5–1 mL benzene. NPs were ultimately collected in benzene, and a
portion was dried to determine the concentration before use in nanocomposites mixtures.
PdNPs were synthesized in similar fashion, except Pd(acac)2 was used as the metal precursor and the reaction temperature was 65 ◦ C.
The ZnS(CdSe) core-shell quantum dots were donated by Dr. Cheol Hee Lee, and the
native trioctylphosphine oxide ligands are exchanged with the synthesized BMPE by mixing 10x excess by weight to quantum dot in benzene, sonicating for 30 min and allowing
to stand at room temperature for 48 hours before purification. In all cases, NPs are purified from solution by at least two precipitation-centrifugation cycles and are then stored in
refrigeration in a good solvent (∼10 mg/mL).

Nanocomposites
Copolymers and NPs are mixed together in benzene at a combined concentration of 10
mg/mL (an order of magnitude below overlap concentration), sparged with N2 and exposed
to 365 nm UV light (∼2 mW/cm2 ) with stirring for various times from 10 min to 6 h. To make
films, the solutions are either directly spin coated onto SiO2 coated silicon wafers and
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floated on dilute HF onto transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids, or concentrated
to 50 mg/mL and dropcast directly onto glass slides.

2.1.4. Results & Discussion
Figure 2.6 shows the level of AuNP aggregation in PMMA and PpMS composite films is
significantly reduced as UV exposure is increased from 0 to 90 min. This suggests that
grafting events are increasing with UV exposure time. A similar improvement is found for
samples subjected to thermal annealing (Figure 2.6C), suggesting that such dispersion improvements do not simply reflect kinetic trapping. It is interesting to note that the aggregate
size in unexposed PMMA is significantly smaller than that of PpMS. Control experiments
with homopolymers show that BP inclusion improves dispersion, the extent of which is
dependent on the homopolymer-AuNP miscibility and amount of BP units.

Figure 2.6. TEM micrographs of 10 wt% AuNP composites with varying UV exposure. (A): PMMA;
(B): PpMS; (C): PpMS films annealed for 48 h at 175 ◦ C. Time points, from left to right, are 0, 10,
20 and 90 min.
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Successful photografting and the improvements in particle dispersibility are further
probed by the change in optical properties of the nanocomposite films, since the surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) of AuNPs will red shift and broaden upon aggregation. 16,67,80
Figure 2.7 shows UV-visible spectra of PMMA films drop-cast from concentrated reaction
solutions (50 mg/mL, yielding ∼10 µm thick films) onto glass. For long exposure times, the
SPR peak width clearly decreases, consistent with the improvement in dispersion observed
by TEM. The 90 min spectrum ultimately attains a breadth only 30 nm larger than the dilute
solution spectrum, consistent with a high degree of dispersion. Surprisingly, however, the
peak width does not monotonically decrease with exposure, but instead increases from 0
to 10 min. We suspect that the wetting properties play a role in this behavior; as seen in
the inset to Figure 2.7, AuNPs in the unexposed samples tended to concentrate around
the edges of the drying drops, (due to the ‘coffee ring’ effect) – and the UV-vis spectrum
may be dominated by the seemingly well-dispersed AuNPs in the center of the films. As
the samples are exposed to UV for longer periods, the uniformity of the cast films improve,
suggesting that the UV-vis spectra become more representative of the sample as a whole.

Figure 2.7. UV-Vis spectra of drop cast
PMMA nanocomposite films subjected to
varying UV exposure times, along with the
spectrum for a diluted solution of the same
AuNP/polymer ratio. All spectra were normalized by the absorption maximum of the
SPR band. Inset: digital photographs of the
corresponding films; time increases from left
to right

To better understand the configuration of the polymers grafted onto NPs, gel permeation chromatography (GPC) is performed on the solutions exposed to UV for various
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times. Using a visible absorption detector set at 530 nm (sensitive almost exclusively
to the AuNPs), the evolution of the hydrodynamic size distribution of the particles with exposure time can be tracked. Figure 2.8 (A,D) shows that the AuNPs increase progressively
in size with exposure time. Remarkably, however, even after 6 h of exposure, the average
hydrodynamic size of the grafted particles is similar to (for PMMA), or even smaller than
(for PpMS), that of the ungrafted polymer in solution. The size dispersities of the polymergrafted particles are also smaller than for the ungrafted polymers. Similar information is
also revealed using a refractive index detector, which is sensitive predominantly to the
polymer. For PMMA (Figure 2.8C), a shoulder at long retention time (small hydrodynamic
size) is observed for the 20 min, 90 min, and 3 h samples; however, the 6 h sample closely
matches that for unexposed PMMA. For PpMS (Figure 2.8D), a small size shoulder can
clearly be seen at 3 and 6 h. Importantly, control experiments on polymers irradiated for 3
h in the absence of NPs (Figure 2.8E) show essentially no change in hydrodynamic size for
PMMA, and only a slight reduction for PpMS, indicating that the occurrence of intrachain
crosslinking (or chain scission) is quite modest on these time scales; and thus, the low
hydrodynamic size shoulders in Figure 2.8 (C,D) are associated with the conformation of
polymers grafted to AuNPs. Dynamic light scattering experiments of PMMA composite solutions augment these findings, showing a progressive increase in particle hydrodynamic
diameter from 8 to 13 nm with UV exposure, when compared with 19 nm for the ungrafted
polymer.
To explain these observations, we propose the following mechanism. As there are multiple possible grafting sites per chain (weight-averaged values of 11 and 24 BP groups per
chain for PMMA and PpMS, respectively), the local concentration of BP in the vicinity of
a AuNP increases by roughly an order of magnitude following the first grafting event be-
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Figure 2.8. Characterization of UV-induced grafting of polymers to AuNPs by gel permeation chromatography: A and C are PMMA and B and D are PpMS. A, B) Colored lines represent visible
absorption at 530 nm (bottom dotted is pure AuNPs), and the black dotted line (top) is an RI signal
for the pure polymer. Chromatograms were normalized at the maximum signal and offset vertically
for clarity. C, D) Overlaid RI signals for each sample, following the same color scheme as in (A)
and (B) (pure AuNPs not included). E) RI signals of pure polymer solutions and those exposed to 3
h of UV irradiation. F) Schematic representation of the proposed wrapping mechanism that occurs
during UV exposure of nanocomposites.

cause of the greater concentration of monomers within the pervaded volume of the coil
when compared with the average concentration in solution. Along with the steric repulsion
provided by the grafted chain, this makes subsequent grafting events of the first polymer
to the same particle substantially more rapid than grafting of another polymer chain. Thus,
the chain ‘wraps’ the particle surface by forming multiple grafts, consistent with the small
increase in hydrodynamic size of the particles at short times. With further exposure, additional chains are grafted, leading to a progressive increase in size and ultimately a particle
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coated with several, multiply-grafted chains, as illustrated in Figure 2.8F. As the PpMS
polymers contain a higher number of BP groups per chain, they give rise to more graft
points per chain and therefore smaller ultimate sizes of the grafted NPs.
To further demonstrate the generality of this approach, we subject mixtures of PpMS
with BMPE-stabilized ZnS(CdSe) and Pd, and BMPE stabilized gold with a PS matrix to
the same UV exposure and conditions as the Au-PMMA or -PpMS composites. Figure 2.9
shows an improvement in dispersion with UV exposure in all cases.

Figure 2.9. Extension of the method to demonstrate improved dispersion of three additional composites following (left-right) 0, 10, and 90 min of UV exposure: (A) AuNPs in PS, (B) ZnS(CdSe)
core-shell quantum dots in PpMS, and (C) Pd in PpMS.

From the evidence provided, it is clear that good dispersion is achieved with only a
modest level of attachment of randomly grafted polymers. A detailed mechanistic study is
required for a full explanation, but we speculate that a number of effects are at play. As
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the chains wrap a NP, the particle-particle attraction is greatly reduced, and the distance
of approach becomes smaller. 40,69 Additionally, simulations have shown that the improved
dispersion should be observed as the ratio of NP to polymer size decreases. 81 Finally,
recent theoretical and experimental results indicate that increasing polydispersity in grafted
chains can improve particle dispersion. 39,40,82 As a random grafting process with all graft
points located along the polymer backbone, we speculate that the size distribution of loop
and tail lengths is large – further decreasing the attraction and improving dispersion.
Finally, we further demonstrate the utility of this method by photolithographically patterning a film of well-dispersed AuNPs within a PMMA matrix through crosslinking of excess unreacted BP moieties. Figure 2.10 shows an example of such a pattern after removal of un-crosslinked material with a marginal solvent, indicating that this approach may
be useful in the fabrication of micro-patterned devices containing polymer nanocomposite
elements.
Figure 2.10. Schematic of maskless lithography set-up used, and an optical micrograph of
a nanocomposite film photopatterned into the
skeletal structure of BP on a silicon wafer (top
right, scale bar is 0.3 mm, thickness is ∼100
nm).

2.1.5. Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a simple route to obtain well-dispersed NPs within polymer
matrices through the UV-induced grafting of BP-containing copolymers onto particles. The
reliance on random copolymers prepared by free radical copolymerization without the need
to control molecular weight distribution or chain end functionality opens the door to a wide
variety of possible materials. By careful design of ligand chemistry and the choice of a
non-reactive solvent, this approach should be broadly applicable to many nanoparticle and
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polymer systems beyond those considered here. An additional benefit is that the degree
of grafting, and therefore the aggregation state, can be easily tuned through regulation of
the UV dose. Finally, the resulting composite films can be photolithographically patterned
into crosslinked materials, which can enable facile preparation of layered nanocomposites
devices.

* This work is reproduced in full in volume 54, issue 2 of Journal of Polymer Science B:
Polymer Physics, DOI: 10.1002/polb.23803.

2.2. Future Directions
There are many examples of experimentally realized chain end grafted nanoparticle dispersion techniques as described in Sections 2.1 and 1.2. When the graft points exist
randomly along the polymer backbone, segments between graft points rather than chain
lengths, become important towards achieving miscibility. Our method provides dispersion
when the wrapped NP size is near or less than that of the polymer, which taken at face
value, is well below the classic P/N miscibility lower bound of ∼1 (assuming a modest
graft density). 28,34 Thorough simulations have shown that there are several factors beyond graft/matrix chain length ratio and graft density that can have significant effects on
the miscibility, such as polydispersity of grafts and relative NP curvature (RN P /Rg ). 81,82
The Schadler and Benicewicz groups have successfully employed bimodal grafts on both
SiO2 and TiO2 NPs to show improved miscibility over their monomodal counterparts, but
experimental evidence is still lacking for full understanding of alternative dispersion pathways. 39,40 This section outlines the basic experimental approach towards understanding
how our random photografting provides efficient dispersion, and how we may exploit it to
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control aggregate morphology.
In future work, it is important to focus on the ‘fully’ reacted case that will be simplest
to define as a plateau in hydrodynamic size with UV exposure (i.e. Figure 2.8B). This important distinction from previous work avoids complications of mixed bare (BMPE coated)
and polymer grafted particles. In addition, it will likely be crucial to separate grafted particles from the free polymer, or determine reaction conditions such that all the free polymer
is used up during photografting. Using the purified grafted particles as additives to homopolymer matrices will allow for a deeper understanding of the consequences of loading
or morphology on polymer properties, and allow for better comparison with more traditional
polymer nanocomposites.
With those details met, it will then be very interesting to vary other easily controllable
parameters, such as Rg (molecular weight) and number of benzophenone per chain to
understand how random photografting is an effective means towards well-dispersed composites. If we consider the BP units to be randomly distributed throughout the backbone,
3/5

N
in a good
the overall grafted size RG is expected to scale like RG ∼ RN P + b (BP/chain)
solvent – b is the Kuhn length and N is the total number of monomers/chain. Figure 2.11
schematically depicts what is expected if we hold Rg /RN P and vary BP/chain. Determining the effective P/N ratio via RG by blending various grafted particles with pure matrix
of varying molecular weight will give a figure of merit to compare with chain end grafted
studies. One may expect the dispersion of an intermediate BP/chain, such as the middle
particle in the figure, to be better than a higher BP/chain in the same matrix due to the
larger RG . The actual results will likely depend on how tightly the polymer(s) are wrapped
around a particle (how well the enthalpic attraction is screened) and the polydispersity of
the copolymers in addition to the effective P/N (≈
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Rg
RG −RN P

).

Figure 2.11. Schematic depiction of random photografting with constant RN P /Rg and varying the
number of BP/chain.

In addition to understanding the key parameters required for dispersion, this method
may supply a means to tune aggregate morphology. Working with lower BP/chain may
provide a loosely or even partially coated particle that gives rise to a predictable aggregation size and shape. Few studies have shown control over aggregate morphology. Akcora
and coworkers were the first to show string, sheet and spherical morphologies by varying
the graft density and chain length of end-grafted particles. 62 The nature of our method may
provide an interesting and simple route towards new aggregation behavior. As described
above, a great advantage here is the generality in terms of polymer and core particle material.
Finally, it is worth noting that while the BP chemistry is advantageous in that it is UV
initiated, easily made into monomeric form and can be used for crosslinking post photografting, it is not required to understand the physics of random copolymer grafted particle composites. As described in Section 2.1, BP hydrogen abstraction is generally not
selective, so care must be taken when using certain comonomers or solvents so that abstraction events are not preferred there over the NP ligands. In addition, the reactivity of
the excited state BP unit will change with type and position of substitution around the benzene rings as well as the polarity of the solvent. 75 For example, if we were to synthesize
our monomer starting from a 4-benzoylbenzoic acid (electron withdrawing substituent) we
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expect the overall triplet state reactivity to increase relative to the amine (ultimately amide)
substitution (Figure 2.4). Under certain conditions this may increase abstraction events on
comonomer or solvent, as the ligands are spatially confined to the NP surface, to ultimately
reduce selectivity. There are several selective reactions that could be used as alternatives
such as the well-studied copper alkyne-azide or Diels-Alder cycloaddition reactions. 83–86
All in all, the open questions on the utility and dispersion mechanism of random covalent
grafting of copolymers to NPs leave significant space for exciting future work.
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C HAPTER 3
P HOTOTHERMALLY R EPROGRAMMABLE B UCKLING

Embedding functional nano-sized fillers in polymers has great potential to provide new
classes of interesting materials. As described in Chapters 2 and 1, nanoparticles (NPs)
are unique in that they can be minimally invasive towards intrinsic properties, but may
add new functionality altogether. For example, polymers have been made to become fluorescent, 87 antimicrobial, 88 or magnetic, 89 by the addition of nanoparticles. Furthermore,
designing systems with complementary polymer and nanoparticle properties has shown
to be an interesting approach in creating uniquely functional composites. For example,
embedding AuNPs in shape memory polymers has afforded localized shape recovery, 90
and AuNPs blended with P3HT-PCBM blends have been shown to increase organic photovoltaic performance. 91
In this chapter, we take advantage of the absorption and localized heat transfer of
NPs within thermo-responsive polymers to drive their shape transformations. Specifically,
we will look at the behavior of embedded NPs within thin isotropic hydrogels (3.1) and
anisotropic liquid crystal (LC) networks (3.2) under patterns of light. In both cases, the
materials show the ability to be dynamically and reversibly reconfigured into a multitude of
3D shapes from flat without the need to pre-program. In addition to spheres, Section 3.2
utilizes anisotropic nanorods within LC networks to show interesting bulk self-alignment
and wavelength selectivity.
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3.1. Reprogrammable Buckling of Nanocomposite Hydrogels*
3.1.1. Introduction
Shape transformations driven by inhomogeneous in-plane distortion of thin elastic membranes provide powerful routes to reconfigurable 3D materials. 41–43,92 Thus far, most work
has focused on sheets that can access a single trajectory from flat to a particular buckled
shape that is pre-programmed into a material. 46,93–97 The incorporation of two or more
independently addressable responsive materials 98 or electrical heaters 99 provides access
to several different pre-programmed shapes, but the difficulty of fabricating and controlling such patterned sheets increases rapidly with the number of orthogonally-controllable
elements incorporated.
Light-addressable materials are of great interest in this respect, as they should allow
for continuous reprogramming into an arbitrary number of 3D shapes defined by patterns
of illumination. While Kuksenok and Balazs have modeled reconfigurable gel sheets with
light-controlled swelling based on the photoisomerization of spiropyran, 100 this approach
has not been experimentally realized. In addition, the reliance of photoisomerization-driven
changes in swelling involves several drawbacks, most notably slow switching kinetics, incomplete reversibility, and the use of ultraviolet light. 101–105 In contrast, photothermallyaddressable hydrogels that rely on well-known volume-temperature transitions triggered
by absorption of visible or infrared light offer switching speeds limited by mass transport,
along with highly reversible and large changes in swelling. 106–113 Given that the diffusion
coefficient governing heat conduction is generally several orders of magnitude larger than
that governing poroelastic mass transport, unsteady state temperature profiles generally
do not provide a useful means for photothermally patterned buckling of hydrogel films. 100
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However, at steady state, well-defined spatially-varying temperature profiles can be established and used to pattern the swelling of gels. 99,113,114
Here, to achieve arbitrary and fully reprogrammable patterns of local deformation within
a single hydrogel sheet, we take advantage of heat generated due to the surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) absorption of ∼4 nm diameter gold nanoparticles (AuNP), 16,19 coupled
with the thermal deswelling of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (PNIPAM) hydrogels to drive patterned buckling of nanocomposite (NC) gel sheets, as illustrated in
Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1.
A) Schematic
illustration and structures
of
photothermally
reprogrammable gels. B) A single
gel sheet is transformed from
the flat state (i) subsequently
into four selected shapes (ii–v)
defined by illumination with
white light inside of the dotted
boxes (iv: illuminated region is
between the two squares)

3.1.2. Materials & Methods
Materials Synthesis
Mercaptoundecanoic acid coated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are synthesized by the modified Stucky method similar to Section 2.1; 79 an ethanol:chloroform mixture (1:1) is used
as a reaction solvent, tetrahydrofuran to precipitate and pure NPs are stored in methanol
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before use. To prepare 100 µm thick nanocomposite gels 0.5 mg of AuNPs are dried in
a vial with a Teflon lined cap, and aqueous solutions are added sequentially: 148 µL of
0.24 g/mL N-isopropylacrylamide (TCI, >98%), 30.5 µL of 0.1 g/mL sodium acrylate, 19.4
µL of 0.02 g/mL methylene bisacrylamide and 2.1 µL extra DI water. The solution is degassed and 1 µL of N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyleneethylenediamene (Aldrich, ≥99%) and 2 µL
of aqueous ammonium persulfate solution (0.1 g/mL, Aldrich, ≥98%) are added to initiate
polymerization. This pre-gel mixture is injected between two glass slides spaced by 100
µm Kapton spacers, placed in a vessel, purged with nitrogen and allowed to polymerize
for ∼1 h. Gels are placed in buffer solution (pH = 7.3, 0.1 M NaCl) and allowed to sit for
∼15 h, and then washed by two additional fresh buffer solution transfers. Squares and
circles (mm-scale) are manually punched from the gel sheets. Gels with thicknesses of
25, 50 and 75 µm are prepared using identical procedures, except with respective AuNP
contents of 2, 1, and 0.67 mg to maintain equivalent absorbance of 0.15 between samples.
The submersed sheets are illuminated with patterns of white light generated using a digital micro-mirror array: patterns are projected through an inverted microscope, off a 99%
mirror and through the objective lens.

Heat Transfer Calculations
Temperature profiles are calculated by from Poisson’s equation (eq. 3.1) – neglecting convective heat transfer.

∇2 T =

−q(r)
k

(3.1)

The thermal conductivity k of the gel and water are taken as equal, the volumetric heat
generation q is proportional to the product of the light intensity and the absorbance by the
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gel at position r; the gradient of intensity through the thickness is ignored. For any arbitrary
pattern of light it is possible to solve for the resulting temperature using a Green’s function
method (eq. 3.2), where r0 is the location of the differential heat source.

T (r) =

Z

1
k

d3 r0

q(r0 )
4π|r − r0 |

(3.2)

Considering a sheet with linear dimensions l, w, h with a uniform heat input per unit
volume and evaluating at z = 0, the equation becomes

qh
T (x, y, 0) ≈
4πk

Z

w/2

dy
−w/2

0

Z

l/2

−l/2

1
p
dx0 .
0
2
(x − x) + (y 0 − y)2

(3.3)

3.1.3. Results & Discussion
Figure 3.1B shows selected fully reversible shape transformations of a single 25 µm thick
NC gel sheet in aqueous solution at 30 ◦ C. Regions illuminated with white light contract
in volume, yielding steady-state buckled shapes that can be qualitatively understood from
prior studies on sheets with pre-patterned deformation. 93,94,100,115–117 A single rectangular
strip drives rolling into an axisymmetric bottle shape (ii), stripes oriented at an angle to
the sheet edge induce a helical roll (iii), illumination around the edges of the sheet shows
a dome-like elliptic surface (iv), and illuminating one corner yeilds a wrinkled hyperbolic
surface (v).
To better understand the light-driven deformation, we measure the linear swelling ratio
(diameter d normalized by its initial value d0 ) of 100 µm thick NC gel disks subjected to
ether flood illumination or global temperature changes (Figure 3.2). As expected, the gel
shrinks in response to increases in both light intensity and temperature. Using the swelling
ratio to map between the two curves, a characteristic local temperature increase (∆T)
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is provided by a given intensity (inset, Figure 3.2). ∆T increases linearly with intensity
until ∼8 ◦ C, where a break in the curve is seen; perhaps associated with the onset of
convection – experimentally observed above ∼5 ◦ C. Hence, the experiments are carried
out at 30 ◦ C with light intensities of 5 W/cm2 , which allows for substantial changes in size
with modest light intensities that minimize convection (corresponding to ∆T ≈ 2 ◦ C).

Figure 3.2. Temperature and intensity as
a function of swelling ratio, d/d0 , where d0
is the diameter at 22 ◦ C without illumination. The inset shows the characteristic photothermal temperature increase as
a function of intensity; the solid line shows
a fit to the data at low intensities.

We next characterize the swelling kinetics using four gels with initial thicknesses h0
from 25–100 µm. Each gel is allowed to fully deswell under flood illumination at 22 ◦ C, and
subsequently reswelled by turning the light off (Figure 3.3). All data sets are well-described
by single exponential fits, with time constants that show a thickness dependence consistent
with a poroelastic mass-transport limited process (i.e. τ ∼ h20 ). 111,112 For sufficiently thin
gels, this provides an important advantage over photochemical routes in that the kinetics
of swelling and deswelling can be finely tuned to desired speeds by altering the thickness
or porosity of the gel.
To employ finer control over the photothermally driven shape transformations, we consider the steady-state temperature profiles experimentally and theoretically generated under illumination. We expose a square gel sheet with simple rectangles of varying lengths l,
causing the sheets to take on a rolled confirmation with greater curvature for larger l. The
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Figure 3.3. A) Deswelling kinetics under flood illumination at 22 ◦ C for gels with the indicated
initial thicknesses (a control sample lacking AuNPs is shown for comparison), and B) subsequent
reswelling after the light is turned off. The inset shows a log-log plot of time constants (single
exponential fits shown as solid lines in both A and B) versus thickness.

steady-state grayscale intensity profiles along the midline are compared to the calculated
temperature profiles of a non-deformable sheet midway through the thickness along the
corresponding line (Figure 3.4A). The measured widths of the deswelled regions, characterized by the full width at half-maximum (FWHM), are slightly smaller than the calculated
temperature profiles, most likely due to the reduction in width of the heat generation region
caused by buckling (Figure 3.4A (v, vi)).
In addition, smooth gradients of swelling can be generated using halftoned patterns of
illumination. Figure 3.4B shows configurations resulting from cubic, quadratic, and linear
gradients of light with equal integrated intensities (and thus heat generation). The deformation clearly becomes less localized as the projected intensity is distributed more broadly.
Thus, one can account for diffusive broadening of patterns and fine-tune the ultimate gel
shape in a straightforward manner with defined intensity gradients. Obtaining quantitative
control of the full evolution of gel shape over time will require more detailed models that
couple heat transfer with an appropriate poroelastic constitutive equation for the gel, allow
for warping of the pattern of light as the gel deforms, and also consider factors such as the
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Figure 3.4. Fine tuning shape
transformations of a single gel
sheet.
A) A light strip of
increasing width l, indicated
by grey dotted lines, gives
rise to increasing curvature
of a 25 µm thick sheet; v.
shows the calculated temperature profile (solid) and experimental intensity data (dots)
with a dashed box indicating pattern size corresponding to image i; vi. compares
the widths of the calculated
temperature (dashed) and experimental grayscale profiles
(solid). B) Smooth gradients
in swelling with different functional forms are provided by
halftoned patterns projected
onto a sheet 50 µm in thickness.

change in AuNP concentration with swelling, and the non-zero absorbance of light by the
gel film.
Finally, we demonstrate directed motion by repeatedly sweeping a strip of light across
a gel sheet. Interestingly, we find net motion in the direction of the sweep, whereas the
simulations of Kuksenok and Balazs showed motion in the reverse direction for photochemically patterned deformation. 100 We speculate that perhaps the presence of timevarying temperature gradients are responsible for the opposite direction observed here, as
Kuksenok and Balazs also found motion towards higher temperature regions when an orthogonal temperature gradient was applied during sweeping with light. Full understanding
of this phenomenon requires further study. Nevertheless, the ability to direct the motion
of such gels in addition to dynamically reconfiguring their shapes opens the door to highly
adaptable elastic sheets.
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3.1.4. Conclusions
In summary, we have developed a method to dynamically transform and reconfigure 2D
hydrogel sheets into predictable and complex 3D shapes not limited by pre-programmed
patterns within the material. Utilizing the SPR absorption of dispersed AuNPs and patterned illumination with visible light, rapid and localized photothermal deformation occurs
in illuminated regions due to steady-state temperature gradients that can be understood by
classical heat conduction equations. An almost limitless number of 3D shapes can easily
be achieved from a single sheet, paving the way for continuously reconfigurable materials
for soft robotics, drug delivery systems, and microfluidic devices.

* This work is reproduced in full in volume 54, issue 18 of Angewandte Chemie, DOI:
10.1002/anie.201412160.

3.2. Reconfiguring Nanocomposite Liquid Crystal Films*
3.2.1. Introduction
As described in the previous section, photo-chemical 100 or photo-thermal patterning of
swelling in hydrogels has been pursued as a route to materials with arbitrarily reprogrammable 3D shapes. The materials in the previous section are required to be submerged
in an aqueous medium to allow continuous exchange of water, and the elastic moduli of
the hydrogels are low (∼10 kPa in Section 3.1), limiting the actuation forces that may be
achieved. By contrast, monodomain LC networks undergo thermally-induced decreases in
nematic order parameter, enabling changes in shape without swelling by small molecules,
and moduli ranging from MPa to GPa are possible by controlling the crosslink density and
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glass transition temperature. 118,119 Inspired by these advantageous properties, a large
body of work has focused on LC networks containing photoisomerizable azobenzene moieties as a means to photochemically reduce ordering and drive shape changes. 101,120
While an attractive means for actuation, UV light is generally necessary to drive trans-cis
isomerization, and the reverse reaction is slow unless a second stimulus (heat or a second
light source) is used. Further, this mechanism has not yet been used to drive multiple 3D
shape transitions from a freestanding single sheet of material. In a similar fashion, rubbery
LC networks containing carbon nanotubes have allowed for photo-thermal actuation with
visible or near-infrared light, but the changes in shape achieved have so far been limited
to homogeneous photo-induced contraction of samples with mechanically-induced planar
alignment. 121–124
In this section, we introduce a simple approach to highly adaptable nanocomposite
liquid crystal (NCLC) films that can be reversibly reconfigured through photothermal patterning of the reduction in order parameter. Using a modified commercial projector, we
shine patterns of white light on monodomain liquid crystal polymer films containing gold
nanospheres or nanorods (NSLC or NRLC, respectively) to locally induce in-plane strains
that can be controlled spatially and temporally (Figure 3.6A) with no additional stimuli
needed for rapid and reversible actuation. In addition, the NRLC samples show selfalignment of NRs with the molecular liquid crystal director without any additional driving
forces for alignment (i.e., stretching, or electric/magnetic fields), thus paving the way for
controlled complex nanorod alignment in solid-state materials.
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3.2.2. Materials & Methods
Nanoparticle Synthesis
Thiol end capped polyethylene glycol (PEG, 800 g/mol) coated gold nanospheres are synthesized by methods reported by Zheng and coworkers 79 and stored in dichloromethane
before use. Briefly, 25 mg (1 eq.) AuPPh3 Cl is dissolved in 5 mL chloroform, followed by
80 mg (2 eq.) PEG. The mixture is introduced to a pre-heated water bath at 55 ◦ C for 1
min, then 43 mg (10 eq.) borane tert-butylamine is added as a powder and the mixture
is hand stirred until homogeneous. The reaction is allowed to sit unstirred at 55 ◦ C for
2 h; the result is a dark red solution. In a 50 mL centrifuge tube, 10 mL of ethanol followed by slow addition of ∼30 mL hexanes (until solution turns purple and slightly turbid)
is added, then centrifuged at 4000 RPM for 30 min and the supernatant is poured off. 1
mL ethanol is added to the concentrate to re-dissolve, then 2–5 mL hexanes is added until turbid, followed by slow addition of chloroform until turbidity and red color returns, and
finally slow addition of hexanes until slight turbidity and color change is seen again. The
mix is centrifuged again and the supernatant poured off.
The nanorods are synthesized through a UV-assisted method reported elsewhere 125
and their cetrimonium bromide (CTAB) ligands are exchanged for PEG. All reaction stocks
are prepared with de-ionized water, and the CTAB stock is allowed to sit at 35 ◦ C for at
least 30 min before use. Reaction solutions are made by adding stocks and solvents to a
vial sequentially: 4.85 mL CTAB (80 mM), 0.15 mL HAuCl4 (67 mM), 0.1 mL acetone, 0.075
mL cyclohexane, 0.05 mL AgNO3 (10 mM), 0.3 mL ascorbic acid (40 mM). Upon ascorbic
acid addition, the solution turns colorless within ∼10 seconds. The solution is distributed
in 1 mL portions amongst 1 cm path length unfrosted quartz cuvettes and placed in a UV-B
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box for 1 h. The resulting solutions are dark blue in color. The solutions are centrifuged at
13200 RPM for 30 min, and the clear top portion of water is decanted off (2X). 2 mL of 4
mM PEG aqueous solution is added to the highly concentrated NRs, vortexed and allowed
to sit for 24 hrs. The NRs are again centrifuged and the clear portion decanted off. 2
mL of dichloromethane is added to the concentrated now PEG coated NRs, vortexed and
allowed to completely transfer phases overnight. The solutions are again centrifuged, 2
mL fresh dichloromethane is added to the concentrate, and then they are centrifuged one
last time to obtain pure PEG coated NRs.

LCNC Synthesis
A stock solution of the LC mixture containing (in wt%) 46 RM105, 29 RM82, 17 RM23, 1
2-(N-ethylperfluorooctanesulfonamido) ethylmethacrylate, and 1 Irgacure 819, is made in
dichloromethane at 1 g/mL. NS or NR solutions are added at 0.4 or 0.2 wt% with respect
to the LC solids, and the solvent is evaporated above the TN/I (∼72 ◦ C) with intermittent
vortexing. 20 µL of the liquid is sandwiched between rubbed polyimide coated 3 x 1 cm
glass slides above TN/I , the sample is transferred to a 50 ◦ C surface for 1 min before
exposing to 365 nm radiation (∼30 mW/cm2 ) for 10 min.

Figure 3.5. A) Transmission spectra of NS and NRLC films with unpolarized incident light; chemical
structures of B) RM82, C) RM23, and D) RM105.
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Projector Set-up
An InFocus LP70+ projector with the color wheel removed and the projection optics reversed is used for all patterned experiments. The light source is a 120 W high-pressure
mercury lamp.

3.2.3. Results & Discussion
The LCNC films are fabricated using routine LC alignment and photopolymerization methods. Briefly, we dissolve the monomer mixture with the gold NS or NR (0.4 or 0.2 wt%
with respect to monomers) and initiator in a co-solvent, evaporate the solvent above the
nematic to isotropic transition temperature (TN/I ), cast the isotropic mixture between two
glass slides coated with rubbed polyimide, cool to ∼10 ◦ C below TN/I and expose to 365
nm radiation for 10 min. Thiol end capped polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a number average molecular weight of 800 g/mol is used as a ligand for both NS and NR, providing good
dispersion within the isotropic and nematic states of the NCLC mixtures before and after
polymerization. The photo-actuation experiments are performed with a digital micromirror
based commercial projector with the color wheel removed and its lens reversed to focus
the light down to the cm scale. Samples are placed on a hot plate with a temperature of
35 ◦ C unless otherwise noted.
In Figure 3.6B–E we summarize the reversible buckling behavior of a NSLC film with
planar director orientation, n. In illuminated regions, the photo-thermally induced increase
in temperature causes a reduction in the nematic order parameter, leading to in-plane
shrinkage by roughly 2ε along n and expansion by

ε in the perpendicular directions.

To

accommodate these localized strains, the films buckle out of plane, as it is energetically
favorable to bend rather than stretch in thin films. Illuminating central horizontal strips (B,
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Figure 3.6. A) Schematic
representation of projector
set-up and in-plane strains
induced on a planar nematic aligned thin film; B–
E) selected shape transformations of planar oriented
NSLC films, photos were
taken less than 0.5 s after the projected patterns
were turned off and the
background rectangle still
present represents the projector’s interpretation of 0%
gray; F–G) NRLC splay oriented films during illumination; a top view of the projected patterns on the samples are shown schematically and scaled down 3x in
the top right corner of each
photo.

D), a diagonal strip (C), or a single corner (E) demonstrates that the reduction in order
can be localized through photothermal patterning to create a variety of buckled configurations through minimization of the bending and stretching energies. The horizontal strips
create axisymmetric ‘hourglass’ rolled shapes, and the bottleneck region decreases with
strip width (∼10 mm in B, compared to ∼3 mm in D). The diagonal projection develops
into a helix-like form with the corners bending in opposing directions, and a single corner
illuminated drives that corner to fold. This represents the first demonstration of a single
LC material that can be optically reprogrammed into multiple different 3D shapes, beyond
simply altering the axis of bending. It is worth noting that such forms would not occur if
there were a large gradient in absorbance through the thickness of the films, creating a
gradient in the order parameter reduction. Highly doped planar azobenzene based systems often rely on such gradients for deformation, but this is also what limits such systems
to simply bend towards the light source. The high transmittance (>80% from 450–600
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nm, Figure 3.5) in our planar films allows for in-plane strains to develop evenly through the
thickness; thus, any given film was observed to buckle towards or away from the light, likely
depending on the residual stress in the ‘light-off’ state.
Figure 3.6F–G illustrates the power of combining slightly more complex alignment,
splay in this case, 126,127 with light patterns to influence the in-plane and out of plane
bending behavior. Upon a reduction in order parameter, the splay orientation exhibits a
gradient in contraction through its thickness that mechanically acts as a ‘bilayer cantilever’,
thus yielding bending with mean curvature. 43–45 Here, we show that patterned illumination
allows both the location and orientation of this bending to be controlled.

Figure 3.7. A) Intensity versus projected gray values measured at 534 nm (circles) and single
exponential fit (dotted line); B) the change in temperature observed via infrared camera of isotropic
NR, NS and control (no particles) LC films versus intensity of projected light; C) example infrared
image of a small square pattern projected onto an isotropic film taken ∼30 s after illumination – the
dotted line is a guide to the full area of the film and is 10 mm in width.

The projector set-up also enables facile control of intensity, simply through the grayscale
value specified at each pixel. We find the measured intensity to have an exponential relationship with gray value (Figure 3.7A). To understand how intensity correlates with film
temperature, we prepare control NCLC films by polymerizing in the isotropic state, such
that photothermal heating does not drive significant buckling. Figure 3.7B shows the average temperature of an illuminated region of isotropic NS, NR and control LC films with
the measured intensity values, illustrating an expected linear trend of temperature change
(∆T) with intensity in the NCLCs, while the LC film lacking particles shows a negligible
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temperature change. Infrared measurements reveal that the local temperature increase
can be tuned up to about 40 ◦ C, which reduces the order parameter of the LC film to
drive appreciable deformation. 118 This localized order parameter reduction in conjunction
with thermal softening allows for sufficiently large in-plane strains, and thus out of plane
buckling, observed in our films. If we consider our system to be surrounded by air and convection dominated, we can infer a heat transfer coefficient C on the order of 100 W/m2 K to
achieve steady-state temperature increases experimentally observed (∆T ∼

IA
C

∼10K, IA

is absorbed intensity taken to be 0.1 W/cm2 ). From this, the characteristic time to reach a
steady-state temperature in a 10 µm thick NCLC would be

ρCp h
C

∼ 0.1 s, where ρ is density

(1000 kg/m3 ), Cp is heat capacity (1000 J/kgK) and h is thickness. Considering that similar
networks containing azobenzene respond to UV light on very similar timescales (network
relaxation limited), 126 further study is required to determine whether our switching kinetics
are limited by heat transfer or the intrinsic network relaxation.
We next consider the behavior of splay oriented LCNCs in more detail. Varying the
magnitude of the contraction gradient or altering the size of the gradient region in plane
controls the mean curvature of a bilayer system. Figure 3.8 shows that the splay oriented
film indeed acts as a bi-layer, and the bend angle can be finely tuned from flat to 90 degrees
with increasing intensity at a constant shape projection (A) or by stripe pattern length at a
constant intensity (B).
The actuation times for a splay and azimuthally 96 oriented film are analyzed to show
both forward and backward characteristic time scales are on the order of a single second
or less (Figure 3.8C–D). The characteristic actuation times are taken from single exponential fits of bend angle or curvature with time, and are found to be (light on/off) 0.5/0.2 s
and 1.4/0.4 s for splay and azimuthally oriented samples, respectively. It is important to
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Figure 3.8. A) Bend angle of a NSLC splay oriented film with intensity of projected light; light was
projected over half of the sample length; B) Bend angle with pattern width at a fixed intensity of
∼0.9 W cm-2 projected onto a NRLC splay film; C–D) bend or curvature with time of splay (C) and
azimuthally (D) oriented NSLC films with single exponential fits; insets are idealized schematics of
the molecular order. Inset scale bars are all 10 mm.

note that no second stimulus is needed to reverse the actuation, which is a significant advantage over systems based on UV-induced isomerization of azobenzene. Our actuation
times are similar to those seen in azobenzene controlled systems, but the reversal of such
systems generally requires actuation with a second irradiation event of a different wavelength or a much longer time in the dark. 126–128 Video footage demonstrates that similar
forward and back switching speeds can lead to oscillatory behavior for appropriate intensities and sizes of the illuminated regions. We note that White and coworkers have studied
a similar photo-induced oscillation of planar nematic films containing azobenzene, 129,130
although the mechanism for oscillation differs somewhat. In their case, the film always
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bends towards the light, such that when the cantilever bends beyond 90◦ , the other side is
exposed to light, driving bending in the opposite direction. Here, the splay oriented film always seeks to bend in the same direction; once the sample is actuated to ∼90◦ , it partially
shadows the illuminated region and allows relaxation toward the flat state. Imperfect sample symmetry that affects the shadowing and slightly angled rectangular light patterns with
respect to the sample (i.e. Figure 3.6F–G) cause some frequency variation throughout,
and to finely control such oscillations requires a separate study.
To achieve uniform and controlled photothermal actuation through NS or NR surface
plasmon absorption, the nanoparticles must be reasonably well dispersed within the LC
matrix. Several ligand chemistries were explored to meet this end, but 800 g/mol PEG-thiol
is found to provide the highest stability within the liquid and polymeric states. In contrast,
aggregation is routinely observed in the polymeric state when particles are stabilized with
higher molecular weight PEG-thiols (2 and 5 kg/mol) and small molecule ligands such
as mercaptononanol, benzyl mercaptopropyl ether (Chapter 2), hydroxyethylmethacrylate
lipoic acid, 131 and dodecanethiol. We suspect that the low molecular weight polymers are
small enough to be partially wetted by the LC molecules but long enough to screen corecore attraction. PEG-thiol capped Au particles have been shown to provide stability within
the nematic liquid state of 4-cyano-4’-pentylbiphenyl (5CB); 132,133 to this point, we note
that if polymerization is sufficiently fast compared to particle diffusion, the particles may be
kinetically trapped in a dispersed state in the LC network.
The optical properties of gold nanoparticles are sensitive to interparticle distance, dielectric environment, shape and size, 16 providing a simple means to assess the dispersion
state through ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectroscopy. Figure 3.9 shows the UVvis spectra of planar NS and NR LC films and the solutions from which they were cast. The
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Figure 3.9. A) Representative NSLC film and solution UV-vis spectra; B) cross-sectional TEM
images of an NSLC film in the bulk (left) and at a surface (right); C) representative UV-vis spectra
of a planar aligned NRLC film with polarization of incident light parallel and perpendicular to the
director and a solution spectrum; D) cross-sectional TEM images of a planar aligned NRLC film
in the bulk (left) and at a surface (right); E) digital photos of 1 x 1 cm NRLC films in front of a
single polarizer (black area is a tweezers); F) POM images of nanocomposite films between cross
polarizers; G) illumination of splay oriented NS (top) and NR (bottom) LCs with 650 nm (±10 nm,
∼350 mW/cm2 ) at 50 ◦ C starting temperature. The films are ∼30 µm thick and contain 0.4 or 0.2
wt% NS or NR, respectively. The microtomed slices are ∼60 nm thick.

near identical spectra of the NSLC film and solution show that the particles are generally
dispersed randomly throughout the bulk of the films – although some surface segregation
is apparent via transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Figure 3.9B). UV-vis absorption of
NRLC films with incident polarization parallel and perpendicular to the LC director clearly
shows rod self-alignment but random spatial dispersion (Figure 3.9C), the alignment is apparent to the naked eye under a single polarizer as well (E). Although alignment of NRs
in a small molecule LC media has been observed, 132–134 this is to the best of our knowledge, the first report of self-alignment of nanorods in LC polymer networks. Polarization
dependent UV-vis of both splay and azimuthal NRLC films show less pronounced, and
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no, polarization dependence, respectively, as shown in Figure 3.10. This is expected as
the splay orientation exhibits a transition from planar to homeotropic alignment through its
thickness, and therefore only exhibits polarization dependence from the planar portion. A
centered azimuthal sample captures the short axis of the NRs exclusively, but imperfect
alignment, surface segregation and/or imperfect sample symmetry with respect to incident
light provide deviations from the ideal. The TEM images of NRLC films sliced through the
thickness do show some surface segregation, and to fully understand the nature of the
dispersion state of NS or NRs and to exploit the bulk self-alignment of the NRs requires a
further separate study.

Figure 3.10. Polarization dependent UV-vis absorption spectra of A) splay and B) azimuthally
oriented films.

Finally, due to the size dependent absorption of the nanoparticles, the NR and NSLCs
are naturally wavelength selective. We demonstrate this simply in Figure 3.9G by shining
a red LED on splay oriented NS and NRLCs to show that the NRLC actuates under 650
nm light, while the absorption in the NSLC case is insufficient to drive buckling even with
twice the Au loading.

3.2.4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated complex, reversible and reprogrammable 3D buckling from monodomain nanocomposite liquid crystal polymer films through patterns of white light upon
films with simple orientations of the nematic director. Finely controlled photothermal actua44

tion is easily achieved from projected grayscale intensity and light patterns. The response
times of both actuation and relaxation are on the order of a few seconds, and no additional
stimulus is needed to drive the reversed response. The ability to effectively reconfigure 3D
shapes of these films is aided by the good dispersion of nanoparticles within the bulk of the
LC networks. The gold nanorods show self-alignment with the liquid crystal director, which
may provide the basis for interesting optical and opto-mechanical materials. The combination of structure on the nanoscale and dynamic patterning on the macro-scale enable
uniquely powerful routes to reconfigure 3D structure. Such systems can find applications
in externally controlled soft robotics, plastic engines, and microfluidic systems.

* This work is reproduced in full in volume 49 issue 5 of Macromolecules DOI:
10.1021/acs.macromol.6b00165.

3.3. Future Directions
Photothermally addressable buckling, whether it be preprogrammed, reprogrammable or
somewhere in-between, has grown significantly in terms of materials and applications over
the course of only a few years. 12,135 Several groups, including ours, have harnessed the
absorption of an additive in a thermally responsive network to demonstrate interesting externally actuated devices and applications. Although the potential material-additive combinations have not been exhausted, future impactful work in this field will undoubtedly look to
increase the adaptability and dynamic capabilities. Wavelength and polarization selectivity
(touched on in Section 3.2) from a combination of additives will add an interesting ability
to actuate a sequence of 3D transitions. In this sense, combining the work described here
with the complex programmable buckling work from our group 46,115,136,137 would pair nicely
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to create very controlled and adaptable buckling transformations.
As described in Section 3.1, it would be very interesting to study the directed motion
of uniform nanocomposite sheets via mobile light patterns to determine whether a photothermal system is unique when compared to Balazs and coworkers’ spiropyran gels 100 or
Lauga and coworkers’ liquid crystal elastomers. 138 With the ability to project static and mobile light patterns onto complex programmed shapes there are other opportunities for nonreciprocal low Reynold’s number motion of helices for example, 137 or even snap-through
transitions for high Reynold’s number motion. 139
Our LC system also has great potential to combine light patterns with pre-programmed
order beyond what is described above. An additional polarization dependent response is
gained with the inclusion of anisotropic nanorods that self-align with the molecular director.
Perhaps a more unique approach to programmable matter would be to project visible patterns of light onto an aligned photothermal LC monomer mix to decrease the local order via
intensity, then additionally project UV light to initiate polymerization and lock in the order.
The ability to smoothly program the director and order quality may provide a very powerful means towards arbitrary LC shape transformations. Recently, the Bowman and Broer
groups developed a dynamic covalent system where local order can be reduced in a polymeric system with UV light. 140 Here, when rearrangement is initiated and the temperature
is elevated, raised surface features appear and cannot be reversed. Using our approach
would allow one to program the strains that will occur upon heating. Anisotropic strains
could potentially be finely tuned in a single material from what is seen above (∼ −2εk , ε⊥ )
to isotropic thermal expansion. Using such a method in conjunction with Ware and coworkers’ layer control, 141,142 for example, may enable a large set of previously unobtainable
structures.
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C HAPTER 4
S ELF -S USTAINED O SCILLATORY M OTION

Controlled motility represents an exciting field of science that seems to be continuously
gaining attention. 143–146 Strives toward understanding and mimicking biology is largely responsible, as several complex processes acting together create a multitude of common
biological motions spanning all length scales. Protein assemblies, for example, show ordered conformational changes driven by small energy perturbations in the surrounding
environment that are ubiquitous in biology. 147 Moving up in scale, we begin to see that
many collective motile processes from cells to muscles, drive the everyday macro-scale
motion we observe and utilize. In addition to biology, modern society has created several
systems, many of which we are reliant on, that convert some fuel source into mechanical
motion. It is therefore very important to discover and study all kinds of controlled motion
that may provide a step towards synthetic biological processes, or the creation of new
types of machines.
It is of particular interest to create new systems with feedback mechanism that allow
for sustained motion. Linear motion of micro- to mm-scale objects at an interface can
be manifested through the breakdown of fuel, surface tension gradients, and chemical
gradients. 145,146 In this case, such materials provide interesting means to convert chemical energy or light into directed mechanical work. These mechanisms for motion have
not been used in conjunction with a restoring force or feedback that would allow for a
sustained oscillatory response. Oscillatory motion has been shown chemomechanically
through oscillatory oxidation-reduction reactions, notably the Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ)
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reaction, 143,144 or through catalytic micro-posts in a microfluidically defined biphasic system. 148 This chapter covers two fundamentally new systems that have the potential to
exhibit sustained oscillatory motion. Section 4.1 describes photothermally addressable
objects on fixed curved interfaces where spatially defined thermal Marangoni stress and
capillary energy act in concert to sustain oscillations. Section 4.2 lays the framework for
chemomechanical constructs with diffusive feedback built in that will provide an oscillatory
response from a non-oscillatory chemical reaction.

4.1. Photothermocapillary Oscillators
4.1.1. Introduction
Capillary interactions between interfacially adsorbed objects dictate several exciting phenomena seen in nature such as meniscus climbing and water striding insects. 149 The
Mesovelia and waterlily leaf beetle ascend menisci by deforming the air-water interface
which results in motion up to several cm/s. 59 Scientists have taken advantage of these
long rang multipole interactions, analogous to electrostatics, 50,52 to demonstrate a wealth
of behaviors in synthetic systems. Interfacial deformation from gravitational forces acting on adsorbed particles from mm- to cm- scale show directed particle assembly based
on shape and surface chemistry. 48,51 Similarly, even with negligible weight, anisotropic
rigid particles assemble in chain (end to end) or rectangular (side to side) super structures due to the attraction or repulsion the capillary deformation provides. 150–154 Recently,
our group has shown more complex assemblies from Enneper’s surface particles that,
like the Mesovelia, can reversibly alter the capillary deformation. 54 It has also been theoretically 55,56 and experimentally 49,53,57,58 shown that axisymmetric particles can interact
strongly with curved interfaces. These long-range interactions cause particles move to a
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position that minimizes their interfacial deformation.
Capillary particle migration thus far has followed unidirectional trajectories to ultimately
remain static upon reaching the lowest energy position. More sustained and directed
motion at an interface has been demonstrated through Marangoni stresses – i.e. surface tension gradients near a particle. 146,149,155,156 Classic examples of chemically fueled
Marangoni propulsion include soap boats 155,157 and camphor scrapings 158,159 that move in
a direction opposite of a lower surface tension fluid spreading on the interface. Clever modern examples relying on equivalent principles provide motion through volatile fuel reservoirs 160 or the catalyzed depolymerization of a polymer fuel, 161 but all chemically driven
systems suffer from a finite fuel source. In this regard, light is a very attractive fuel. Oil
droplets on an aqueous-air interface with an azobenzene-based surfactant dissolved in the
aqueous phase allows for surface tension modulation with UV and visible light (so-called
chromocapillary effect). 162 If a floating object non-uniformly absorbs light (focused spot or
spatially varying absorbers) and converts to thermal energy, a gradient in surface tension
about the particle is developed whose magnitude and sign depend on the interface. 156 This
concept has been used to drive the propulsion of dye-doped paraffin, 163 carbon nanotube
coated PDMS 164 and to turn a gear 165 at a planar air-water interface.
Besides rotational motion observed by Maggi and coworkers that requires asymmetric
shapes, 165 sustained motion via Marangoni propulsion has not been demonstrated. To
truly sustain translational motion would necessitate a volatile fuel 160 coupled with a refueling mechanism for a chemically fueled system, or a mobile light source in light-driven
systems. Here, we demonstrate a new system in which a light absorbing disc on a curved
interface exhibits controlled, sustained oscillatory motion from a static light source. These
driven oscillators are propelled by a photothermal Marangoni force and restored by the
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capillary energy landscape that is fixed in time, but varies in space due to the surface
curvature.

Figure 4.1.
A)
Schematic
description
of photothermocapillary
oscillators; B) top view
mapped motion for the
initial 5 seconds of a
nanocomposite gel (a =
1 mm, depicted in purple
for reference) in apparent x and y field for 25
(black) and 100% (colored) incident intensity;
droplet volume from left
to right is 100, 200 and
300 µL and perimeters
are outlined in light blue;
C) snap-shots of the
200 µL sample at 25%
during its third period
with the gel shaded for
easy viewing and overall
“light on” time noted.

4.1.2. Materials & Methods
Nanocomposite gel synthesis
Mercaptoundecanoic acid coated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and 125 µm thick gels are
synthesized as described in Section 3.1. In this case, 0.4 mg AuNP are dried in a vial
before adding the pre-gel composition: 166.7 µL (0.07 g/mL) acrylamide, 15.2 µL (0.1
g/mL) sodium acrylate, 9.7 µL (0.02 g/mL) methylene bisacrylamide, and 8.3 µL water.
The solution is degassed and the reaction is initiated by adding 2 µL ammonium persulfate
solution (0.1 g/mL) before injecting between two glass slides with 125 µm Kapton spacers.
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The mold is then placed under N2 and allowed to react for 1 h. The gels are placed in DI
water to release from the mold, then transferred several times to fresh water solutions to
wash. The gels are punched manually into the desired size and shape.

Bent disc experiments
Norland Optical Adhesive 81 is filled by capillary action between two glass slides fitted with
125 µm Kapton spacers and partially cured for 10 s under ∼2 mW/cm2 365 nm UV light.
The NOA is removed from the mold and wrapped around a cylinder of known curvature
with a strip of Teflon tape in-between to prevent adhesion. The curved polymer is then fully
cured by placing it back under UV light for 30 min. Curved discs are then punched from
the bent fully cured NOA sheet.

Oscillatory experiments
Deionized water droplets (100–300 µL) are placed on polystyrene surfaces and situated
on an inverted microscope stage. White light is reflected off a 99% mirror before going
through a 10x objective. Videos are taken from above with a digital camera collecting at 60
fps. The incident intensity is reported in percentage of 40 W/cm2 .

4.1.3. Results & Discussion
Projecting white light vertically through the center of a water drop heats the nanocomposite gel disc due to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorbance of the particles (see
previous chapters). 16,19,166 The water at the gel edge is heated and spreads on the lower
temperature (RT) surface. The disc is propelled from the original position as soon as it
experiences anisotropic Marangoni flow about its center either from non-ideal gel shapes,
inhomogeneities in particle concentration, or convective air flows. When the gel is per-
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turbed from the apex, the thermal gradient across the gel increases as the leading edge
moves to lower intensities and the trailing edge closer to higher intensities – giving rise to
an acceleration towards the drop perimeter. The capillary force acts as a spring and restores the gel position back to the apex. If the light beam remains on, the gel again heats
from the beam, propels towards the drop edge, and is again pushed back often resulting in
sustained oscillatory motion (Figure 4.1A). Figure 4.1B shows the top view trajectories of
a gel at 25 and 100% incident intensity on different drop volumes for the initial 5 s after the
light is turned on. It is clear that the behavior is much less chaotic with decreasing intensity
and increasing drop volume.
Figure 4.2. A) Photo of a bent NOA81 disc
on a 200 µL droplet. B) Minimizing Equation 4.1 in terms of principle curvatures gives
2
the expression hp = a4 (P1 − P2 ); data points
are extracted positions of the bent discs and
curvatures are found from an ellipse fit to
the unperturbed water drop; the slope of the
linear regression is found to be 4.5 ± 0.7.
C) schematic description of important terms
and our definition of hp in (B).

In the dark, our nanocomposite gels rest at the apex of the water drops. It is important
to note that the drop volumes are large enough to be deformed by gravity and are thus
not spherical caps – i.e. the radii are larger than the capillary length. This means that the
deviatoric (∆c0 = P1 − P2 ) and mean (H0 =

P1 +P2
2 )

curvatures are not constant along the

surface, and in fact increase as we move away from the apex. If we consider gravity to be
negligible on the scale of the disc (B0 =

∆ρga2
γ

∼10-3 –10-4 ) the total energy of adsorbing a

disc to a curved interface can be estimated as: 49,167,168

∆E
a2 H02 a2 ∆c20
=
+
− hp ∆c0
πγa2
4
8
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(4.1)

Where a is the gel radius and hp is the amplitude of the quadrupolar interface distortion
from the gel (see Section 1.4, refs 49,167,168 and Figure 4.2C) and γ is the air-water surface
tension. From equation 4.1 it is clear that if hp is negligibly small, the energy of the system
increases as the disc travels away from the apex. Figure 4.2 shows support for a small hp
assumption by fixing the curvatures of similar sized discs and placing them on equivalent
drops. The discs in this experiment are made from commercial Norland Optical Adhesive
(NOA81) with an elastic modulus of around 1 GPa, whereas the gel moduli are about 10
3

1/2 , h is disc thickness) allows
kPa. Maintaining a high elastocapillary length (`c = ( Ēh
12γ )

us to safely assume that surface tension will not significantly reduce the prescribed disc
curvature. 169 We see that with increasing disc curvature (∼ hp for a pinned contact line)
the equilibrium position moves away from the apex to higher drop curvatures in a manner
that agrees well with theory (Figure 4.2B). From now on we ignore hp and describe the
capillary energy of our system as equation 4.2.

Ecap
a2
≈
(2H02 + ∆c20 )
πγa2
8

(4.2)

Figure 4.3A shows the midplane 2D slice of the derivative of our capillary energy (Fcap )
for 1 mm gels adsorbed on the volumes explored in this study. The apex is the origin and
the drops are assumed to be perfectly axisymmetric. We note two important observations
from these plots: 1) the restoring capillary force is a non-linear function of r, and 2) at low
r the force is significantly reduced as drop volume increases. This makes sense since our
drop heights are limited by gravity and the three phase contact lines are fixed (∼87◦ ), so increasing volume effectively flattens the drop shape near the apex and increases curvature
near the contact line.
We can estimate the maximum Marangoni force based on the expression for propulsion
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∂
Figure 4.3. A) Numerically calculated capillary force ( ∂r
Ecap ) for gel size a = 1 mm with position
r for the volumes indicated; the apex is the origin and the slice is taken along the zero in the outof-plane direction; B) 200 µL Fcap from (A) along with maximum Fmar with position assuming a
gaussian beam for a ∆T of 10 and 20 K; this force changes with time and velocity, and is meant for
qualitative comparison only.

velocity derived by Würger. 156

Fmar ≈ γT ∆T a

(4.3)

Where γT is the change in surface tension with temperature (air-water ≈ 0.14 mN/m*K)
and ∆T is the change in temperature. To get an idea of the capillary and Marangoni
force magnitudes, Figure 4.3B includes the Marangoni force from equation 4.3 assuming
a maximum temperature change of 10 and 20 K and a Gaussian light beam with a 2 mm
waist. The actual Marangoni force is highly dependent on heat transfer and velocity of the
disc itself; Figure 4.3B is only meant to give a qualitative comparison between Fcap and
Fmar .
Light driven systems are convenient as we can alter the driving force simply with intensity. Estimating a convection dominated steady-state temperature, we have a temperature
change described by ∆T ≈

IA
C

where IA is the absorbed intensity and C is the convec-

tive heat transfer coefficient (∼1000 W/m2 K). For 20% absorbance of incident intensities
of 10–40 W/cm2 , the ∆T ranges from 20–80 K. As we increase intensity, the distance
traveled from the apex will increase, causing the disc to experience a non-linear increase
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Figure 4.4. A) Position r with
time for 6 periods on a 200 µL
drop with a gel size a = 1 mm at
the incident intensities indicated;
B) frequency increases with intensity.

in capillary repulsion force – in other words, our spring stiffness increases as we travel
further from the apex. Figure 4.4 shows that the consequence of increased intensity is
a monotonic rise in frequency when the drop volume and gel size are fixed. This not an
obvious result considering simple harmonic oscillator frequency is limited by the spring
q
constant and mass ( kms ). If we instead think of the system as a Duffing oscillator with a
stiffening spring, an increased oscillation amplitude will also increase the frequency, 170 so
the system here is likely amplitude limited. When we reach extremes in spring stiffness by
approaching the drop perimeter, it is possible for the gel to cross through the light beam
and sometimes exhibit sustained but chaotic motion (Figure 4.1B).
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Figure 4.5. A) Position r with time
at 25% incident intensity with a gel
size a = 1 mm at the volumes indicated; B) drop volume has little
effect on frequency.

To further explore our system parameters, we alter the capillary force landscape by
changing the drop volume from 100–300 µL (see Figure 4.3A). By flattening the droplet
near the apex (increasing volume), we are significantly lowering the restoring force. With
initial absorbed intensity and gel size held constant, increasing drop volume affords an
increase in the damping behavior as seen in Figure 4.5A. The importance of the drag on
the gel is apparent here as we see the amplitude reduce significantly after the initial period
to ultimately find a steady-state position in the large drop case. Analyzing the frequency
shows no apparent dependence on drop volume. Since the capillary force varies greatly
with drop volume, it is not clear what the relationship between amplitude and frequency
should be even in the un-damped case. Naively, we expect a frequency decrease as we
increase the drop volume since the distance to reach the same Fcap increases. In the real
system drag opposes the direction of motion, thus acts to limit this initial distance and slow
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the return velocity, which in turn reduces the subsequent Fmar . In the small drop case, we
see that the gel passes through the apex from the capillary restoring force, and continues
to oscillate about the apex asymmetrically. We believe that this is possible only if the gel
passes through the beam with a characteristic time similar to or greater than the time to
re-heat the gel. This is reasonable considering the linear velocity of the gel is ∼1 cm/s (0.1
s over 1 mm, Figure 4.6), and the time for the disc to reach a steady-state temperature is
about 0.5 s (∼

ρCp h
C ,

Cp is heat capacity of water, h is gel thickness, ρ is gel density). With

these system complexities in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that we see little change in
frequency with drop volume.

Figure 4.6. Linear velocity of forward (away from drop apex) and
backward motions with intensity
of a 1 mm gel on a 200 µL drop.

Finally, we probe the system behavior when the gel size a is varied to find a wealth of
interesting behavior. Sustained oscillations are only seen in large gels (a = 1.5 mm) when
the droplet volume is 300 µL, while the discs do not move from the apex at lower volumes
at all intensities tested. This can be explained by observing the scaling of Marangoni and
capillary forces with a: Fmar ∼ a and Fcap ∼ a4 . The capillary force is about five times
higher for a 1.5 mm gel versus 1 mm. Under similar absorbed intensities and on the
same drop volume, we see that the system does not dampen to a steady-state position
and about a 30% reduction in the frequency compared to a 1 mm disc (Figure 4.7B). For
discs appreciably smaller than the beam radius (∼1.2 mm), we see that a steady-state
position near the beam perimeter is reached without oscillating (over-damped) for 200
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and 300 µL drops, but sustained oscillations are seen at high intensity on 100 µL drops
(Figure 4.7A). If the gel initially reaches a steady-state in-plane temperature distribution
proportional to the Gaussian distribution of the beam, we should see a smaller initial driving
force for small gels due to the much shallower ∆T between leading and trailing ends. This
in conjunction with the weak restoring force (16 times smaller than for 1 mm discs) amounts
to the highly damped behavior. Once the capillary force is high enough to restore the
position far enough into a high intensity beam, very small and more chaotic oscillations
develop.

Figure 4.7. A) Position r with time for the gel size indicated on 100 µL and B) 300 µL drops with
similar initial absorbed intensities.

4.1.4. Conclusions
We have demonstrated a new means to attain and control sustained oscillatory motion
driven by a static white light fuel source. Nanocomposite gel discs millimeter in scale
situated atop 100 microliter scale water drops are propelled by photothermally induced
Marangoni stress and restored by the lateral capillary forces exerted from the interfacial
curvature. Oscillatory behavior ranges from chaotic to sustained to damped, and can be
controlled by varying intensity, drop volume and gel size. Currently, efforts are focused on
developing a model that captures all the behaviors seen in the experiments.
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4.2. Chemomechanical Constructs
4.2.1. Introduction
Synthetic stimuli responsive systems have come a long way in terms of the range and type
of input stimuli and output response(s). Several systems have been shown to respond
to inputs such as temperature, concentration (pH), light, or certain biomolecules with a
mechanical output, as evidenced by the number of reviews on the topic. 12,42,43,120,135,171
Despite great efforts, what scientists have been able to create does not come close to
the complexity of biological systems. Material diversity and a top down approach are advantages, but virtually all synthetic systems lack an ability inherent in all lifeforms – communication. The ability to transduce chemical or mechanical information, sense, and give
feedback is essential to life forms ranging in complexity from bacteria to mammals, and is a
key step towards new adaptive materials. 172,173 Self-sustained oscillatory and homeostatic
behavior – i.e. local motion and/or regulation of an analyte from static surroundings – are
crucial elementary actions needed for synchronous events in a complex active system.
Chemomechanical oscillations have been observed in synthetic polymer materials that
rely on oscillatory chemical reactions. Gels responsive to pH have been used in conjunction with the Landolt pH-oscillating reaction as the bulk environment to periodically swell
and deswell the gel. 174 Ruthenium catalyst is often incorporated within PNIPAM gels to
catalyze the oscillating oxidation-reduction Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction which triggers a mechanical swelling response. 143,144 These approaches are clearly restricted by the
reactions in terms of materials and conditions. The Landolt reaction has yet to incorporate
elements within a polymer network, thus relying on bulk pH oscillations. The ruthenium catalyst for the BZ reaction has been incorporated within polymer networks to self-regulate,
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but bulk conditions are harsh – often requiring up to 0.8 M nitric acid – making it impractical
for many applications.
Autocatalytic reactions, being more common than self-oscillating reactions, in conjunction with swellable polymer networks provides a more general approach towards chemomechanical oscillations. 175 Under continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) conditions far
from equilibrium, slow diffusion within a gel relative to bulk can increase the residence time
of the reaction within the gel above some critical period to incite a local product concentration spike. If the gel responds to the product(s) by reducing its volume, the residence time
within the gel is pushed back below critical, allowing product concentrations to lower and
the gel to reswell. 175–177 Though, more universal in some ways, specific reaction kinetics
and CSTR conditions are necessary.
To create more general and adaptive approaches towards chemomechanical feedback,
non-oscillatory reaction systems with strong coupling of the mechanical deformation and
chemical reaction are needed. Not only will such systems bring about material diversity, it
should enable a diverse set of resulting output signals. Siegel and coworkers have studied CSTR systems that utilize a non-oscillatory catalytic reaction system which exhibits
oscillatory behavior. 178–180 Here, glucose and an enzyme are situated on either side of a
pH responsive membrane impermeable to the enzyme; the decrease in pH from generated
gluconic acid causes the membrane to deswell and attenuate the flow of gluconic acid. The
time delay between pH equilibration and reswelling allows for this cycle to re-initiate and
continue in an oscillatory fashion. This is a large step forward in many regards, but it does
not amount to mechanical motion and relies on CSTR conditions. An example that does
amount to mechanical motion has been shown by He and coworkers, 148 where responsive
bilayer pillars with catalysts attached at the top are situated in a bilayer liquid system – the
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top layer contains fuel and the bottom does not. As the gel base of the pillars is thermally
responsive, they employ exothermic reactions that cause the gel to reduce in volume and
bend the pillars into the bottom layer; this cuts the catalyst off from the fuel layer and subsequently reswells the gel, resulting in oscillatory behavior. This is a pioneering example
of how simple feedback loops can result in sustained oscillations. Generality of this design
is limited due to the necessary spatial definition of two immiscible liquid layers.
Here we introduce a new mechanism to impose negative chemomechanical feedback
through catalytic multilayer polymer films that regulate the production of a species by deforming in response to said species, as shown in Figure 4.8A. The multilayer film with
catalyst embedded in the red portions will create gluconic acid from glucose, reduce the
local pH of the surroundings, and cause the pH responsive gel (cyan) to swell and close
off access to the catalyst. As the gel equilibrates with the surrounding higher pH bulk,
it re-opens to allow access to the catalyst. It is worthwhile to note that this concept can
be generalized to or coupled with other constructs with positive or negative feedback and
other materials.

4.2.2. Materials & Methods
Photocrosslinkable Polymers
The pH responsive polymer poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethylmethacrylate-r -benzoylphenyl
methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) was synthesized as described in Section 3.1 by conventional
AIBN initiated free radical polymerization with dioxane as the reaction solvent, and hexanes as the precipitant. The benzoylphenyl methacryate has been synthesized in the literature, 181 but our approach is described here. 4-hydroxybenzophenone (5.4 g, 27 mmol)
is added to 20 mL of anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF). Once dissolved, the solution is
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Figure 4.8. A) Schematic of catalytic multilayer constructs and the overall mechanistic explanation
for oscillatory motion; w, l, and h are held constant at 500, 100 and 1 µm; B) each layer is shown
to illustrate the spin coating procedure; the numbers represent the order of the layer: 1 is physically crosslinked polyacrylic acid, 2 is the pH responsive poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethylmethacrylater -benzoyl phenylmethacrylate), 3 is the passive layer that is either poly(p-methylstyrene- r acrylamidobenzophenone) or commercial Norland Optical Adhesive 68, and 4 is a blend of catalyst and poly(oligoethyleneglycol methacrylate- r -benzoyl phenylmethacrylate); C) an unreleased
hinge construct as viewed through an upright optical microscope with false color to illustrate the
locations of the pH responsive gel and catalyst.

put under N2 atmosphere, brought to 0 ◦ C and 6 mL (45 mmol) of anhydrous triethylamine
is added. Methacryloyl chloride is added dropwise (3.1 g, 30 mmol) and the reaction is
allowed to proceed overnight at room temperature. The reaction is then diluted with 40
mL of water, and the product is extracted with 30 mL dichloromethane three times. The
dichloromethane layers are combined, washed with brine and dried over sodium sulfate.
Solvent is removed via rotary evaporation, and the monomer is dried in vacuum overnight.
As the passive layer, both poly(p-methylstyrene-r -acrylamidobenzophenone) (PpMS)
and commercial Norland Optical Adhesive (NOA 68) can be used with similar results,
though NOA 68 adheres better to the bare silicon wafer. PpMS is synthesized according to Section 3.1. For consistency, the data presented here uses exclusively NOA 68 as
the passive layer.
Poly(oligoethyleneglycol methacrylate-r -benzoylphenyl methacrylate) (POEGMA) was
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synthesized similarly. Oligoethyleneglycol methacrylate is first dissolved in ethanol, then
added to a benzoylphenyl methacrylate, AIBN, dioxane mixture (end reaction solution is
1:1 ethanol:dioxane), before sparging with N2 and heating to 60 ◦ C overnight. The polymer
is purified by dialysis with 12–14 kDa cut-off molecular weight in chloroform for three days,
switching the dialysate each day (3x).

Figure 4.9.
Photocrosslinkable
polymer structures used in this
study; A) PDMAEMA, B) PpMS, C)
POEGMA; the numbers above the
structures correspond to the layer
order depicted in Figure 4.8.

Hybrid Catalyst
The AuNP catalyst is supported by ∼20 nm aminopropyl capped SiO2 particles. The amine
groups have the dual purpose of stabilizing small AuNPs and hydrogen bonding with the
POEGMA to provide dispersion within the ultimatey crosslinked network. The catalyst is
synthesized by adding 367 µL of 10.9 mg/mL HAuCl4 in DI water dropwise with stirring
to 9.9 mL of aminopropyl SiO2 (1 w/v % wt in 1:2 ethanol:water) at 0 ◦ C. The solution
becomes slightly turbid and is a dull yellow color. A 1 mL solution of 2.8 mg/mL NaBH4
is added rapidly to the reaction vessel with vigorous stirring. The solution quickly turns
to a brown-red color. The reaction is allowed to stir for 10 min loosely capped to allow
H2 release. The hybrid particles are centrifuged from the reaction at 7800 RPM for 10
min, the supernatant is poured off, fresh ethanol is added and the solution is vortexed and
sonicated to re-suspend the particles. The hybrid particles can be stored in solution at 2–4
◦C

with no visible sedimentation or color change for at least 3 months.
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Hinge Construction
The chemomechanical hinges consist of four layers; Figure 4.8B illustrates the order that
each layer is spin coated. Physically crosslinked poly(acrylic acid) is used as a sacrificial layer and is fabricated according to Whitesides and coworkers with modifications. 182
Aqueous solution of ∼30 kDa poly(acrylic acid) sodium salt (neutral pH, 3% wt/vol) is spin
coated on solvent cleaned and UV-ozone treated silicon wafer at 3000 RPM for 1 min. The
films are baked for ∼10 min at 120 ◦ C, then dipped in saturated CaCl2 for 15 s, dipped and
shaken in DI water to remove excess salt, and finally sprayed with acetone and dried with
an N2 stream. The PDMAEMA layer is spin coated directly on a roughly 1 x 1 cm sacrificial
layer from a 100 mg/mL solution in toluene at 1200 RPM for 1 min. About half of the surface
area of the PDMAEMA and sacrificial layers are scratched off with a razor blade, exposing
bare Si for one panel of the passive layer to adhere (see Figure 4.8B). Photolithography
is performed with the maskless lithography set-up used in Section 3.1, but with a UV LED
source. The gel pattern is aligned such that it is entirely on the sacrificial layer and parallel to the scratch edge, then exposed to UV (∼30 mW/cm2 ) for 3 min. The patterns
are developed with a marginal solvent mixture (1:1.5 hexanes:toluene). To achieve similar
equilibrium bend angles with the same PDMAEMA thickness, spin coating conditions for
the passive layers are as follows: PpMS is coated at 1200 RPM for 1 min at 100 mg/mL in
toluene, and NOA 68 is coated at 5000 RPM for 1 min at 90 % (wt/vol). PpMS is exposed
for 3 min and NOA for 30 s, and they are developed with 1:1.2 ethanol:hexanes, 1:1.2 acetone:hexanes respectively. In all the results described below, the POEGMA is dissolved in
ethanol and catalyst solution is added such that the total concentration is 40 mg/mL and
the catalyst is 10 wt% with respect to POEGMA. The solution is coated at 1500 RPM for
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1 min, exposed for 3 min and developed with 1:1.4 ethanol:hexanes. The hinge structures
are UV-ozone treated for 1–2 min just before release in the cases noted in the main text.

Self-Sustained Motion Testing
The entire silicon wafer is placed in a phosphate buffer solution at pH 7.3 with 0.1 M NaCl
to dissolve the sacrificial layer and partially release the hinge. The solution is replaced
several times with the desired buffer and glucose concentrations, brought to 30 ◦ C, and
the reaction is initiated by introduction of H2 O2 . It is important to note that the solution
remains still and unstirred throughout the catalytic construct testing.

4.2.3. Results & Discussion
An important first step towards understanding the full system behavior is to characterize
the equilibrium and kinetic pH response of our mechanically active PDMAEMA-NOA bilayer. Under acidic conditions the amine group is protonated and the gel becomes more
hydrophilic, causing a swelling increase and bend angle decrease (Figure 4.8A). Using our
hinge structure in a phosphate buffer (pH 7.3) adjusted with NaOH and HCl to the desired
pH, the hinge is shown to open with increasing pH with a sharp transition c.a. pH 7. This
is not surprising as similar polymers have been synthesized, and the pKa are generally
determined to be around pH 6–7. 183–186 Gluconic acid has a pKa of about 4, so it will act
as a proton donor to the PDMAEMA. Figure 4.10A shows the bend angle with pH data; optical microscopy images of three data points can be seen in 4.10C – the hinges are viewed
from the top and focus is maintained at the edge of the free panel. This is crucial information when exploring where homeostatic and oscillatory regimes may occur. For example,
if our working pH range, i.e. local pH change at the gel due to gluconic acid production,
is from 5.5–6.5 versus 6–7 we may expect a longer delay time in the former during the
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re-opening process as the swelling ratio change from 5.5–6 is very small. In other words,
our working pH range may be a simple way to introduce hysteresis in the opening versus
closing processes provided that the reaction time at the catalyst site is much faster than
τ

the characteristic product diffusion time ( τpr =

kr l 2
Dp

> 1, kr is a first order reaction rate and

Dp is the product diffusion coefficient).

Figure 4.10. A) Equilibrium bend angle with pH for a hinge with gel width g of 50µm and 50%
porosity; pH is adjusted from phosphate buffer conditions (0.1 M NaCl at pH 7.3) with HCl or NaOH;
B) Equivalent starting conditions (pH 7.3) are rapidly spiked with HCl to pH 2 and NaOH to pH 12
and the bend angle with time is measured (circles); the lines are a best fit to f (t) = ae−bt + c and b
is 0.020 and 0.017 s-1 for the base and acid spikes, respectively; C) experimental viewpoint of the
hinges from above at different indicated pH values.

To determine a kinetic response to pH change, we place a hinge construct in buffer
at pH 7.3 and spike the solution with strong acid or base. The swelling kinetics of weak
polyelectrolyte gels have shown to be sensitive to buffer type, ionic strength and ‘depth’ of
pH spike. 187–190 With these complexities in mind, Figure 4.10B shows the hinge response
over time after being spiked with a strong acid or base concentration such that the change
in bulk pH (spike depth) was equidistant from the pKa in either case. The bulk was replaced
for each spike experiment so that starting conditions were exactly the same in terms of
buffer concentration and ionic strength. We see that characteristic equilibration times for
both acid and base spikes are around 50 s, which is far longer than expected from a
simple diffusion limited poroelastic model where τpe ∼ h2 /Dpe , which would give ∼0.01 s
for a thickness h = 1 µm and Dpe = 10-11 m2 /s. Further study is required to determine
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whether this is an electrolyte effect or an unknown effect that may be related to what
has been seen in similar PNIPAM copolymers. 93,166,191 With the current information, there
are two main takeaways: there does not seem to be significant hysteresis between open
and closing motions, and the characteristic swelling (τg ) and product diffusion (τp ) times
are of the same order. It is interesting to take note of the initial angle decrease when
spiking the solution with base. This occured each time the hinge was spiked with base
under the conditions described above. It is possible that salt chelation between multiple
dimethylamino groups (physical crosslinks) is disrupted by the initial fast mixing of NaOH
causing transient swelling to occur.
It is straightforward to modify the equilibrium bend angles of a simple bilayer system. 44,45 The passive layer is spin coated to be a thickness near or above h on a flat
substrate, but due to the planarization effect of spin coating, the layer on top of PDMAEMA
will become very thin in comparison (ht ). 136 This provides a much weaker region that will
bend from the swelling of the confined gel, while the thicker panels on either side will remain rigid – maintaining the shape shown in the schematic. The equilibrium bend angle
may then be tuned simply by altering the width of the gel g if a more opened or closed
state is necessary to maintain oscillations. Increasing or decreasing the total thickness will
make the overall bend angle less or greater, and can also be used to modify the range of
bending observed. Of course, as we increase gel thickness h we will also increase the
characteristic response time, and decrease the maximum curvatures attainable.
A compatible catalyst for our system must be effective in oxidizing glucose to gluconic acid under mild reaction conditions that can be incorporated into a several hundred
nanometer photocrosslinkable layer. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) less than about 10 nm in
diameter are known to be very efficient in the oxidation of glucose as long as the surface re-
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Figure 4.11. A) catalytic
testing under CSTR conditions with 0.5 g/L AuSiO2 , 0.4 M glucose, 0.4
M H2 O2 at 30 ◦ C; B) glucose conversion derived
from the pH change (C =
C0
); inset is a TEM
10∆pH
image of the hybrid catalyst; C) schematic of catalyst synthesis.

mains mostly free of strong stabilizing ligands such as thiols. 20,23–26,192,193 The importance
of the support material and overall mechanistic explanation is still up for debate. In almost
all previous studies, the AuNPs are supported by a metal oxide or carbon material to prevent aggregation and ripening events leaving a large portion of the gold surface bare. Our
system design adds another constraint in that the catalyst must be localized to a specific
area within our constructs with a thickness less than about 500 nm. Previous procedures
suffer from aggregation of the support material into micron sized particles that is of little
consequence in batch or packed bed reactors. As a result, we designed a wet synthetic
route to 3–5 nm diameter AuNPs stabilized by aminopropyl capped SiO2 . Figure 4.11
shows the synthetic scheme and catalytic activity of the hybrid particles towards the oxidation of glucose. The aminopropyl groups act as sparse stabilizing ligands during synthesis
and allow for hydrogen bonding within our photocrosslinkable POEGMA polymer; thus,
providing isolated small gold nanoparticles on SiO2 and hybrid particle dispersion within a
photocrosslinkable network.
From the drop in pH over time, we can see that the hybrid catalyst particles effectively
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oxidize glucose with an activity of 0.2 M/min[cat] under CSTR conditions. When we incorporate up to 10% hybrid catalyst by weight into POEGMA films 200–400 nm thick, there
are no discernible aggregates via optical microscopy (Figure 4.8C). To take advantage of
the localized production of gluconic acid, the reactant solution will be unstirred during all
chemomechanical testing. The conditions near the POEGMA-catalyst layers may result in
vastly different reaction kinetics than in a bulk CSTR condition. Nevertheless, we tested
our constructs to determine if the catalyst is effective in reducing the local pH to incite
mechanical motion of any kind. Figure 4.12A shows examples of initial full system testing
in a 20 mL bath with 0.4 M glucose, 0.4 M H2 O2 , in a 2 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.3,
and a g of 35 µm or 100 µm. We can see that both gel widths close over time, but never
reopen. The larger gel width’s irreversible behavior can be explained by adhesion between
the two panels, as these hinges would not reopen even by flushing the bath with basic
solution. What we learn from simple hinge closing is that we are indeed lowering the local
pH near the gel over time. If the activity derived from Figure 4.11C is used to approximate
our gluconic acid production rate in the bulk it would be extremely low (10-1 M/min[cat]∗10-4
g/L=10-5 M/min), which indicates that we are seeing much higher concentrations near the
gel. Furthermore, the bulk pH measured before and after the data collection (∼2–3 h)
varies only by 0.1 pH units. We should note that the local catalyst concentration in the gel
(volume∼10-10 L) is roughly 105 g/L, so it may not be accurate to use the CSTR conditions
to measure local production rates. Finally, it is evident that the gel width is simply changing
the equilibrium bend angle as expected, and not clearly affecting the closing rate.
Figure 4.12B shows the same 100 µm gel width experiment, only the hinge is treated
with UV-ozone before testing to decrease the adhesion between panels. Here we see that
after 20 min the hinge closes to about 12◦ , reopens then closes again to ultimately find
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a constant angle. This indicates that the the mechanical closing of the hinge decreases
the catalyst access to reactants sufficiently to reduce the gluconic acid production rate
and allow some pH re-equilibration at the gel. This triggers the deswelling of the gel and
reopening of the hinge, which in turn effectively increases the reactant access to the catalyst regions. The second closing step corroborates the latter point as gluconic acid again
reaches the gel, lowers the pH and closes the hinge. The pH at the gel seems to stabilize
to a constant which may be a state of homeostasis where the angle adjustments are simply too small to be seen. Altering the buffer conditions to begin at a pH of 8.3 by using a
carbonate buffer affords the behavior seen in Figure 4.12C. The starting bend angle is expectedly larger, but it is interesting that very similar qualitative behavior is seen. The bend
angle only reaches about 33◦ before reopening occurs, which indicates that the catalyst
activity attenuation is likely a non-linear function of the bend angle rather than a simple
‘on-off’ switch. Some combinatorial explanation may be useful; for instance, a relatively
uniform activity may remain until the bend angle reaches a lower bound at which a sharp
decline per angle is seen.

Figure 4.12. A) Bend angle with time of chemomechanical hinges immersed in a 20 mL bath consisting of a 2 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.3, 0.4 M glucose, 0.1 M NaCl; just before measurements
begin, concentrated H2 O2 (30 vol%) is added and mixed well to an ultimate reaction concentration of 0.4 M; B) Equivalent conditions with a UV-ozone treatment before testing to decrease panel
adhesion; C) similar test with a carbonate buffer at pH 8.3.
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4.2.4. Conclusion & Outlook
The groundwork for a fundamentally new means to achieve chemomechanical oscillations
and homeostasis has been laid, but there are still many open questions that necessitate
further experimentation. Here, I conclude with thoughts on the current system that are
meant to enable a more focused path forward for those interested.
Our simple explanation says that as gluconic acid is formed near the catalyst site the
pH will lower until activity is mechanically hindered from the hinge folding. The pH of similar reactions is known to affect the reaction rate; generally, a more basic environment
(pH∼9) is maintained throughout the reaction. 20,23–26,192,193 Rossi and coworkers have
performed CSTR testing with supported gold catalyst at constant pH values of 9, 8, 7 and
uncontrolled conditions (similar to our case in Figure 4.11) to show that unlike other noble
metal nanocatalysts, supported gold activity remains at neutral and uncontrolled pH, albeit
depleted. 194 Although currently unknown for our system, the reduction in activity as pH decreases may act to enhance the negative mechanical feedback already built in. A negative
chemical feedback like this could help explain the differences between Figure 4.12B and C.
An additional effect that offers an alternative explanation to homeostasis in Figure 4.12B–C
is simply that we are seeing degradation of H2 O2 to a point where the reaction is limited
by it. According to Ishida and coworkers, the reaction is 1st order in O2 when glucose is in
excess of O2 . 195 Taking this to be true, if we additionally assume that O2 production from
H2 O2 degradation is our only source of oxygen and that this is the only pathway to oxidation (see Comotti and coworkers ref 192 ), we are in fact always in an O2 limited environment
in the above experiments. To this point, it is crucial to monitor not only pH, but H2 O2 before
and after the hinge testing. The well-established KMnO4 titration should be sufficient in
this case. 196
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If we are indeed seeing a state of homeostasis under current conditions, it is then pertinent to begin adjusting the various time scales to determine where sustained oscillations
occur. Control over the production time scale τr should be attainable through thickness
and catalyst concentration of the POEGMA layer(s), the time it takes for the product to
reach the gel τp is modified simply through the distance l between the two, and the gel
swell/deswell time τg is controlled with the gel thickness g. A simple 1D model where these
parameters can be explored was created. The model consists of a point source (catalyst
site) a distance l away from a trigger (our responsive gel) that turns the source off after a
build up of product concentration Cp* a the trigger site. Figure 4.13 shows a few results of
our simple model when Cp* is held constant, but the τg /τp and τp /τr ratios are changed.
We see that when the the gel swells slower relative to product diffusion time (from magenta
to black) the oscillations become significantly slower. In addition, when the product diffusion time versus reaction time becomes larger (dashed to solid) we see the amplitude of
oscillations become much larger and a slight frequency increase.

Figure 4.13. 1D reaction diffusion model with
a perfectly sharp reaction on/off trigger concentration of 0.02 Cp* that is constant and without
hysteresis between swelling and deswelling. Cp
represents the ratio of product to bulk at the trigger (gel). From magenta to black shows the
effect of changing τg /τp from 2 to 5, and from
dashed to solid shows the effect of changing
τp /τr from 1 to 2.

4.3. Future Directions
The combination of photothermal Marangoni propulsion with curved interfaces has, to our
knowledge, never been demonstrated. The first exploration into the parameter space is
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described above, but there are several directions one could head in future work. A simple
comparison of a high elastocapillary number photothermal material (like NOA81) could
provide more fundamental insight as to whether bending energy plays a significant role in
the behavior seen above. As a first attempt, AuNPs coated with vinyl ether functionality
to covalently incorporate into NOA networks, or relatively polar groups that are miscible
with the pre-polymer may be sufficient. Preliminary studies show that multiple discs on
a drop can oscillate together. Three equivalent discs sustain oscillations in phase with
one another, while two have more freedom to rotate about the apex/beam and tend to
oscillate together (as a singular object) as the preferred mode. Understanding multi-object
motion in terms of number, size, shape, or NP concentration may all provide interesting
insights. Focusing on the photothermal object’s shape will give control over the direction of
Marangoni flow, so creating non-axisymmetric shapes as Maggi and coworkers showed 165
would allow for predictable rotational and translational motion. We have again done some
preliminary work in this direction using clover and star shaped gels. The star shapes exhibit
regular undulations defined by the directional Marangoni flow around a single vertex. Since
the shapes are manually punched from a large gel sheet, these shapes tend to be size
limited (too large) – they reach high capillary repulsion before significant rotation is seen.
Similar to Sections 3.2 and 3.2, creating wavelength dependent systems could be interesting in this case as well. If several objects that respond to specific wavelengths are
on a drop, one can control the Marangoni force of each independently. Control over the
axial direction of propulsion could be guided with patterns of light; thus, selecting specific
objects with a particular wavelength and pattern may afford an extremely high degree of
tunability within a single system.
To create an apparently similar effect, but through light driven interface deformation
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would be an interesting study. One could do this through the well-studied azobenzene
doped liquid crystal system. 101 Illuminating UV light would afford some buckling depending
on the LC order; presumably, this would increase the interfacial deformation hp and the
object would move towards regions of higher curvature (drop edge). Upon leaving the
light, the LC will relax back to flat and return to the apex. The relaxation would likely
need to be very fast to sustain oscillations, so care must be taken when synthesizing the
azobenzene moiety. 197 Such a system may be more suited on a flat surface to achieve
rapid light driven assembly and disassembly of complex multipolar interactions similar to
what our group has recently demonstrated. 54
Future directions specific to the chemomechanical constructs described in Section 4.2
are outlined there. More broadly speaking, the ability to pattern adhesion on a surface
is of great interest in these systems, and work to this end is currently underway. Several
chemomechanical constructs could then be spatially patterned to act in concert with one
another. It will then be very interesting to observe the communication in terms of distance
between constructs as well as all the parameters discussed in Section 4.2. It my also
be of interest to include different responsive constructs in series, such as a acrylic acid
or methacrylic acid based hinges without catalyst. When close enough to catalyst site(s)
located on other constructs, these hinges would open as pH lowered. Though not as
complex as multiple autonomous constructs in series, it would demonstrate that a single
construct can regulate more than just itself. This could then be translated into applications
such as pulsatile drug release. 198
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C HAPTER 5
C ONCLUSIONS

The aim of this thesis was to contribute to the understanding of polymer-nanoparticle interactions by creating uniquely reconfigurable materials. Polymer nanocomposites have
provided and will continue to provide an enormous amount of applications and fundamental understanding of interactions between the nano- and macro-scales. For our part, we
have demonstrated a simple and general means to control the dispersion state of nanoparticles within polymer melts via a solution-state photo-reaction (Chapter 2). Through this
method, well-dispersed nanocomposites are easily achieved in numerous combinations
of particle and polymer types. In addition, we hope to spur further research and discussion on the utility of random covalent graft points along a polymer backbone, and whether
this can be applied to access morphologies of interest in-between spherical aggregation
and a random distribution. A clear comparison of macroscopic properties with aggregate
morphology through this or a similar method would be very impactful.
As future studies delve deeper into random grafting to nanoparticles, it would be quite
useful to expand or compare how the graft chemistry affects both efficiency and bulk properties. This may include different selective covalent reactions as mentioned in Section 2.2,
but perhaps a more interesting study would compare a strong non-covalent graft. In this
case, a similarly efficient or simple method may be found to achieve well-dispersed or
controlled aggregation of NPs. Here, concentration of NP and polymer at all stages may
change the nature of the grafted layer(s) that would depend on the number of graft points
along the backbone and the strength of the monomer-ligand interaction. 199 Bridging effects
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between partially and fully wrapped particles would likely be significant in the melt state,
and would change with temperature. How this affects both the morphology and bulk properties when compared to the covalent case may allow for deeper insight into fundamental
reinforcement mechanisms.
The specific system described in Chapter 2 allows for crosslinking of the nanocomposites through excess BP units when the polymer concentrations are above overlap. The
morphologies seen in the melt would be likely be very similar, and the ability to create
complex layered structures of differing aggregation, concentration and/or particle type is
very powerful.
In the chapters following we explored material responses that rely on nanoparticle functionality. Gold nanoparticles that efficiently absorb visible light and transfer heat to the surrounding medium were incorporated in thermally responsive hydrogels and liquid crystal
networks. By illuminating structured light on nanocomposite sheets, we demonstrated that
a nearly arbitrary number of 3D buckled shapes could be created and reconfigured dynamically. In hydrogels submersed in aqueous solution, we showed that the deformation can
be described through simple conductive heat transfer. With a properly coupled elastic constitutive model, one could define and redefine a patterns of light to morph a single sheet
into precise shapes. Liquid crystal networks afforded reconfigurable deformation of high
elastic moduli materials in air that could be finely tuned with light intensity. Additionally,
we showed that anisotropic gold nanorods self-align with the molecular director leading
to interesting optical and optomechanical applications. Future systems that combine prepatterned strains with light reconfigurability will provide the framework for highly adaptable
light controlled soft robotics.
As mentioned above, a combination of a layered overall pre-patterned structure (simi-
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lar to Na and coworkers 136 ) with localized light patterns may be a very powerful means of
sequentially folding structures with multiple hinges. This slightly more complex fabrication
would decrease the number of shape transitions, but may allow for a simpler or more directed operation in drug delivery applications, for example. This thought combined with the
method described in Chapter 2 would allow for an interesting multi-functional device. For
example, incorporating magnetic nanoparticles in the passive layers, and gold nanorods
in a swellable layer would allow for directed motion towards a specific site within the body,
near-infrared cell/drug release and photothermal therapy potential. In this respect, there
are several potential layered nanocomposite applications that can be realized through the
same fabrication methods.
In the final chapter, we investigated the use of polymer nanocomposites as a means
to incite self-sustained oscillatory motion. Again in Section 4.1 we use the photothermal
heating of gold nanoparticle gels, but here the gels are not thermoresponsive and are
situated on a curved air-water interface. Capillary forces act on these gel discs to keep
them at the apex of a water drop, while shining white light on them creates Marangoni
flow – propelling them towards high capillary energy locations. The capillary forces restore
the nanocomposite gel discs back into the light, and the cycle repeats creating sustained
oscillatory motion. In addition to creating rotational motion through asymmetric gel shapes,
using thermoresponsive gels that alter their shape over time would be very complex and
interesting. In addition to the time scales in our current system, one now must include
the poroelastic swelling time scale. Under certain conditions the oscillatory behavior may
be changing continuously as the gel aims to minimize the overall energy through shape
morphing, and rotational and translational locations on the drop.
Lastly, we created an autonomous chemomechanical system that mechanically re-
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sponds to static surroundings by locally producing a chemical trigger. Specifically, we
created mutilayer hinge structures with a pH responsive hinge and spatially patterned
nanocomposite catalyst regions. We demonstrated that the local production of gluconic
acid by the catalyst acts to close the hinge structures. The system shows potential for
homeostatic and oscillatory behavior, but further exploration of key parameters is necessary. Spatially patterning multiple hinges or similar chemomechanical constructs that communicate and adapt is a major goal that would provide broad insight into topics ranging
from self-regulated devices to simple autonomous biological processes.
Potentially impactful future directions spawning from the work in this thesis are presented in detail at the end of each chapter (Sections 2.2, 3.3 and 4.3). I hope the material
systems and their interesting responses to various stimuli described here will inspire future
exploration of more complex, functional and dynamic nanocomposites.
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